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Chapter One 

Introduction 

[A]s a litigant I should dread a lawsuit beyond almost anything else short of 
sickness and death,- 
Judge Learned Hand' 

The American legal system is premised upon the belief that disputes and grievances are 

best resolved in court by using adversarial and competitive tactics.' America is the most litigious 

society in the world, with its citizens seeking their lawyers "at the merest whisper of an insult or 

injury."' As problems that were once seen as personal and handled privately found their way 

into the courtroom, courts were forced to take on roles once filled by communities, families and 

churches.' Rapid population growth, formation of new legal rights, increased case complexity, 

and participants with Iower toierancw for grievances took their toll on the courts;' they became 

overburdened, facing dramatic increases in ~ a s e  filings,6 complexity, length, and cost, md 

'Daniel A. Fulco, "Delaware's Response to Inefficient, Costly Court Systems and a 
Comparison to Federal Reform." Delaware JmrmI of Corporate Law 20 (1 995): 93 7-964, 93 7. 

Xenncth Lasson, "Lawyering Askew: Excesses in the Pursuit of Fees and Justice," Boston 
University Law Review 74 (November 1994): 723-775, 733-4. 

'Ibid, 737. 

s Jay Folberg, Joshua Rosenberg, and Robert Bmet, "Use of ADR in California Courts: 
Findings & Proposals." Uniwrsiw ofhn Francisco Law Review 26 (Spring 1 992): 343-443, 
348. 

'Sharon Iennings, "Court-Annexed Arbitration and Settlement Pressure: A Push Towards 
Efficient Dispute ResoIution or 'Second Class' Justice?'Ohio State Jmrnal on Dispute 



dramatic decreases in available judicial resources.' Each year more and more cases were being 

fled in federal and state courts.* The overburdened courts experienced serious judicial 

inefficiency;' and that, coupled with rising costs and delays, incited frustration and cynicism with 

the system of American justice.1° 

The legal system faced a "crisis of confidence."" More litigants expressed concerns that 

the wuns were not offering the best resolution for their disputes." Participants perceived the 

court system as "overly formalistic, cumbersome, destructive of relationships, alienating, 

humiliating, slow, and e~pensive."'~ To combat this crisis scholars noted the need for dtemative 

Resolution 6 (1991): 3 13-332,3 13. 

'Kim Dayton, "The Myth of Alternative Dispute Resolution in the Federal Courts?" Iowa 
Law Review 76 (July 199 1 ):889-957, 889 (In 1 990, the told number of weighted civil filings 
increased from 207 per judgeship in 1955 to 448 per judgeship, the median length of time from 
issue to trial increased from 9.1 months in 1955 to 14 months, and over ten percent of dl pending 
cases are more than three years old). 

%farla Moore, "Mandatory Summary Jury Trials: Too Hasty a Solution to the Growing 
Problem of Judicial Inefficiency?" Review of Litigation 14 (Spring 1995): 495-5 18, 5 1 6.  

l1Fo1berg, et al, 35 1 ( "A system that channels disputes toward a litigation process that is 
s!ow, complex, expensive, and felt to be outside the control of the litigants creates tension and a 
loss of public confidence."). 

I2~ucy V. Katz, " Compulsory Alternative Dispute Resolution and Voluntarisrn: Two- 
Headed Monster or Two-Sides of the Coin?" J m m l  of Dilrpule Remlufzon 1993 (1993): 1-55, 
4. 

131bid, 4; and Linda R. Singer, "The Quiet Revolution in Dispute Settlement," Mediation 
Quarlerly 7, no. 2 (Winter 1989): 105-1 13, 106 (Our legal system is "strewn with the 
disappointed hopes of those who find [it] too complicated to understand, too quixotic to 
command respect, and too expensive to be of much practical use."). 



processes: 

Resolving disputes in a peacefbl manner is a paramount obligation of government to its 
people. To offer the most effective, responsive and appropriate methods far resolving 
disputes. Our justice system must be able to offer alternative dispute resolution programs 
along with adjudication. Delay, cost of litigation, complexity of the court process, 
insensitivity to litigants and lack of access weaken the current court system. Because 
disputes differ widely in nature, adjudication is not always the most appropriate means of 
resolving all cases. In the future, the court system should offer a range of options for 
resolving disputes.'* 

Courts experimented with other methods of resolving disputes because traditional 

litigation was no longer adequate.I5 The alternative processes were to provide an "escape" from 

traditional litigation by irnpkrnenting tailored and individualized mechanisms for resolving 

disputes.16 Many of the alternative processes had been used informaliy for years, but the court's 

experimentation marked the beginning of modern Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR),'' Table 

I .  1 outlines some ofthe key terms associated with these "extrajudicial" procedures and with the 

ADR movement. I' 

"Stephen B. Goldberg, Frank E. A. Sanders, and Nancy H. Rogers, D i p t e  Resolution: 
Negotiufiion, Mediation, ad Ofher Processes, 2d ed , Law School Casebook Series (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Company, 1 992), 6. 

lgBlack's Law Dictiowry, 6th ed. (1990), and Tex. Civ. Prac. & Rem. Code, Chapter 154. 



Table 1.1 
Glossary 

adjudlcation The legal process of resolving a dispute. The formal 
giving or pronotlnclng a judgment or decree in a wurt 
*ng 

alternative dlapute mlut ion The procedures for settling disputes by means other than 
litigation, e.g., by arbitration. mahatlon, mini-trials. 

arbitrntlon 

A forum for CXLW evaluation and tealistic settlement 
negotiations. Each party and counsel for the party 

A pr-s of hspute resolution in whlch a neutral third 
party (arbitrator) renders a decision after a M n g  at 
which both padies have an oppwlunity ta lx heard. 
Where arbilr~tion is volunlaty, the dsputing parties 
select h e  arbitrator who has the power to render a 
binding decision. 

mediation 

mini-tdal 

I present Ihe position of the party before a panel of 

Private, i n f d  dispute ~ 1 u t i m  p- in which a 
neutral Ihlrd person, the mediator, helps disputing parties 
to reach an agmmmt.  

A private, voluntary, m f o r d  form of drspute mlution 
in which the at1ornq.s for each &spWt make a bnef 
premtation of his or her best casc before officials for 
each side who have authority to settle. Usually, a neutral, 
third-party advisor is present at the hhearig. Following 
the attwneys' m t i o n s ,  the principals attempt to 
&tie the dispute. The neutral third-party may be asked 
to render a non-bindmg advisory opinion regarding the 
outcome of he &spute if it were litigated. 

1 &artid &rd parties. The panel may issue an adviswy 
opkon regardkg the liability or damages of the parties 
or both. The advisory opinion is not bindrng on Ihe 
parcies. 

jummary j u y  trlal 

rcttkment ratlor 

A forum for case evaluation and development of realistic 
xtllement nego~iat ions. Each party and counsel for the 
party present the position of the party before a pane1 of 
jurors. The number of jurors on the panel is six unless 
the parties a p e  otherwise. The panel may issue an 
adnsory opinion regarding the liabdlty or damages of h e  
parties or both The advismy opinion is not binding on 
the parties. 

% number of cases fhat p d w  a settlement 
afF=='t 



Overview of the Problem 

Almost twenty years have passed since the beginning of the modem ADR movement, and 

still the debate surrounding its use continues. Introduced as a cure for problems that ailed the 

American legal system, proponents claimed that ADR would ease the overburdened courts, while 

critics worried about the quality ofjustice and the premature push to use ADR in every court.19 

Originally the ADR programs were experimental d purely voluntary, used only to provide a 

choice to traditional litigation. But, even before the results of the experimental programs could 

be ascertained, ADR's popularity grew, and many wanted it permanently placed in the legal 

system. 

Citing the need for justice and efficiency, legislators and judges aggressively sought to 

instill ADR programs in every court;2P their vigorous efforts pervaded the legal system and 

culminated as  mandates imposing its use.'' Quickly, ADR was "transformed" from an alternative 

to an "integral" part of the legal s y ~ t c m , ~  becoming almost "institutiodized" in the system it was 

supposed to refom." 

Afterwards, scholars "seriously questioned whether ADR achieved its goal of lessening 

US tevens H. Clarke, Elizabeth D. Ellen and Kelly McCormick, Cm-@&red Mediafiort 
in North CaroEz~: An EvuIuaiiort of l is Eflects (Chapel Hill, N.C. :Institute of Government, The 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1995), 3; and Eric K. Yarnamoto, "ADR: Where 
Have the Critics Gone?" Sanm Clara Law Review 36 (1996): 1055-1067,1060. 



the burdens on the court, whether the courts mandated these programs prematurely, and whether 

evaluations sufficiently determined its impact .2' The ADR programs were in place, but were they 

working? 

While there seems to be an abundance of literature on ADR, the evaluations and studies 

are plagued by many of the same problems as other program or policy research. '' What we the 

appropriate ways to evaluate the programs? How should success be measured? And, are the 

results scientifically valid? Primarily, the literature wnt ains concerns about the methodologies 

used to evaluate the programs, the lack of standards in the research, the use of single-program 

studies md the absence of longitudinal data.26 

Although many studies have been conducted on the effectiveness of these ADR programs, 

the findings are varied, conflicting, 27 incomplete," and mecdotal." Criteria vary between 

progmms, thus defining a successhl program is difficult. To assess whether ADR programs are 

successhl, the results should be viewed in light of the program's purposes, asking why ADR is 

used md what it is supposed to accomplish. Evaluations cannot occur in the absence of 

"~ayton, 9 16 (Arbitration program study showed no empirid "reality" about reducing 
mpense and delay.); and Folberg, et. al, 399 (ADR program found to be cost effective and more 
satisfactory.). 

T y n n  A. Kerbeshian, "ADR: To Be Or . . . ?" North Dabta Law Review 70 (1994): 
38 1-434, 381. 



direction concerning what the program is supposed to ac~omplish.~' If the programs me not 

achieving the specified goals, they can be improved, modified or eliminated. 

ADR has been mandated in many jurisdictions nationwide. Thus, previous evaluations of 

its overall impact, questioning whether or not to use ADR, seem almost While ADR's 

impact is still important, process evaluations, or those measuring implementation of the programs, 

have become more relevant.= Implementation is defined by Binghm and Felbinger as the 

process by which a program or policy is operated, and process evaluation examines the "means by 

which a program or policy is delivered to ~lients."~' These process evaluations provide an 

"alternative" value by "providing useful informat ion to daision-makers and consumers. "'' 
Findings from these studies may m e  as a guide for other programs, or can be used solely to 

answer questions about the program being 

This project is designed to provide insight into the problems facing ADR researchers, to 

d d  to the M y  of knowledge in the field, and hopefully to provide a course of action for 

improving and modifying ADR programs. It i s  only by doing so that the question of whether or 

31~ingham and Felbinger, 4. 

32Yamamoto, 1056 (Questioning whether decline in critical ADR scholarship was due to 
the fact that policy makers seem to "care link for chasing after facts about ADR because 'that 
train has d r d y  left the station."' 

I3Richard D. Bingham and Claire L. Felbinger, Evaluation in Practice: A Methodological 
Apprwctr (White Plains, NY: hngmm,  1989),4. 

MBingham and Felbinger, 4. 

36Bingham and Felbinger, 1 I . 



not ADR is working can truly be answered. 

Research Focus 

The focus of this study is Travis County Settlement Week (Settlement Week) in Austin, 

Texas. This ADR program offers free mediation services twice yearly, partially hlfrlling the 

statutory requirements far mandatory ADR. This program was chosen as the subject of study 

because it has experienced decreasing settlement rates over the last two years, and program 

sponsors are concerned with this decline. By assessing the program, the researcher attempts to 

determine if Settlement Week is working. If the program is not working as evidenced by the data, 

the project will serve as a guide to determining why it is not working and to recommend change. 

Purpose of Research 

The purpose of this research is threefold. First, chis study provides an overview of the 

hi story of the modern ADR movement and traces the problems that have occurred in its 

evaluation. Second, this study describes a practical ideal type which is  used as a tool for 

evaluating other ADR programs in an effort to develop standardized research and evaluation 

procedures. Finally, this ideal type is used to assess a mediation program in Austin, Texas, and to 

make recommendations for change. 

Chapter Two of this study provides the historical background of ADR, and provides 

definitions. Further, the chapter examines program evaluation literature, describes the current 

state of ADR evaluations, and details a practical ideal type to assess ADR programs. Chapter 

Three describes the research setting and Settlement Week background information. Chapter Four 



details the methodology used to conduct the study. Chapter Five provides the analysis of the 

findings. Chapter Six provides a summary and conclusion, and makes recommendations for 

change and fbrther study. 



Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

Emphasis of Literature Review 

To provide an accurate picture of the current state of ADR, this study examines the 

history of ADR, its p r o m  evaluations, criteria for measuring success, and areas of concern in 

program design. Emphasis is placed on mediation literature because the focus of this research is a 

mediation program. Primarily, the literature addresses the various elements of the program and 

notes potential problem areas. 

The literature m i n e s  the compulsive and coercive nature of ADR as compared to other 

dispute resolution  method^,'^ the level of pressure to pursue other dispute resolution tools that 

participants enco~nte t ,~  and the rjgidity that participants face when using dispute methods other 

than traditional litigation.19 The literature also examines the perceptions of ADR. 

The perception that ADR works "encouraged even greater use of it in the federd courts," 

and persuaded Congress to devote "significant public resources to encouraging the 

implementation of ADR programs in the federd courts on a more widespread basis," but critics 

claim the perception about the value of ADR lacks solid empirical justification.@' This perception 

SPJennings, 3 18 (If the program is to be effective it cannot replace existing obstacles with 
new ones.). 

wayton, 915, and Rosenberg, 1487 



that ADR does not work has caused serious concern. Opponents worried that in the rush to join 

the ADR parade, many judges and commentators have overlooked the "serious legal and practical 

objections to ADR that litigants have raised, occasionally successhlly, in the courts,"q1 and that 

the quality of justice may be jeopardized. 

Those favoring ADR "ambitiously claim" that it is "better, faster and cheaper than formal 

litigation," but often, the "successes claimed are anecdotal" md the research is inconcl~sive.'~ 

Others have observed the "dearth of empirical support for the various claims concerning ADR and 

the critical need for an objective, ernpirid evaluation of ADR to determine its actual effect on 

civil litigation in the federal courts."43 Each of these positions makes it clear that ADR's 

evaluation period is far from over. 

Historical Background 

The proms of d n g  grievmas with alternative dispute resolution (ADR) is touted by 

many to be an answer for the problems facing the court sy~tern;~ its usc has been "well 

"Dayton, 895; and Jennings, 3231 ADR is assumed, but not shown to reduce costs and 
time.). 



receivsd."'' The widespread perception among scholars, legislators,46 judges," and the bar, is 

that ADR "is a realistic and practical solution to the problem of delayed and costly justice that 

ensnares our federal co~rts.''~' Its proponents believe ADR is useful in avoiding trial (by 

increasing settlement ratios), reducing the elapsed time to termination of lawsuit, reducing 

lit igtttion costs, and decreasing the expenditure of judicial resources. 49 

Informal methods of dispute resolution, like arbitration, mediation, and negotiation have 

been used for many years, md other dtematives to formal litigation, such as small claims courts 

and arbitration associations, have been intact since the early 1900's.~ Now ADR is used 

frequently to settle disputes for businesses, families, communities, landlords and tenants, schools, 

law enforcement agencies, and to formulate mles and international policy.5' 

The ADR movement encouraged the use of "extrajudicial dispute resolution procedures," 

incorporating established methods of dispute resolution with those newly developed, and ensuring 

that dl procedures "shared the basic objective of encouraging litigants to resolve their disputes 

"hren K. Allison and Eric. H.J. Stallhut, "Arbitration and the ADA: A Budding 
Partnership ." Arbitration JoumI 48 (October 1 993): 53-60, 5 3. 

Waytan, 893 (Bipartisan legislation enacted to authorize funds for courts not using 
ADR). 

'%id, 892 ( Chief Justice Rehnquist, Justices Brennan, Kennedy, and White, and many 
fderd district wurt judges support widespread adoption of ADR procedures.). 

%arl Bianchi, "Alternative Dispute Resolution: Is the Jury Still Out?'Joatrm/ of Stare 
Government 61 (SeptembertOctober 1988): 174-176, 174. 

''Singer, 109. 



outside the courtroom."52 As the popularity of ADR increased, other innovative methods were 

also introdu~ad.~~ 

Widespread Use 

Many programs began as experimental programs designed to test a particular form of 

AI)R's effectiveness in reducing court overload, but many quickly became compulsory." Court- 

annexed arbitration originally was experimental and administered by local rule, but its use was 

subsequently mandated by state and federal legislators. 55 At the Federal level, ADR has been 

institutionalized in various agencies to serve as a model for private dispute resolution.56 As 

President Clinton pushed for civil justice reform, he expressed the need for such procedures." 

Now, many federal laws have ADR  requirement^.'^ 

In 1990, Congress passed the Civil Justice Reform Act (CJR4) to combat mncems of 

UWilliam D. Underwood, "Divergence in the Age of Cost and Delay Reduction: The 
Texas Experience with FederaI Civil Justice Reform." Texus Tech Law Review 25 ( 1 994): 26 1 - 
333,309-10. 

53Katz, 3 (Summary jury trials, conciliation, and private judging are recent innovations). 
Jennings, 3 13 (Use of produres called muitidoor courthouses where there are several ADR 
options available at one place.). 

%arl Tobias, "Mibratirig the Civil Justice Reform Act," Humd J m m I  on 
kgislafiion 30 (Winter 1993): 115-133, 116. 

=Carl Tobias, "The Clinton Administration and Civil Justice Reform," Federal Rules 
Decisions 144 (February 1993): 43 7-445,444. 

S7Tobias, "The Clinton Administration," 437 

5'Americans With Disabilities Act. 42 U.S.C. 9 12101, et. seq. 



litigation abuse, increasing costs and delay, and shrinking access to federal courts. 59 The CJRA 

allows rules for referral of appropriate cases to "alternative dispute resolution programs that . . . 

the court may make available, including mediation, minitrial and summary jury trial."60 With the 

law in its favor, courts are now taking a more active role in the ADR movement. Previously, 

courts would not enforce orders to mediate; now, they are requiring it and other forms of ADR 

with enthusiasm.61 

ADR is also mandated at the state level. In Texas, which has one of the most modern 

ADR statutes, courts are a u t h o w  to refer any dispute for alternative dispute resolution 

procedures (e.g. mediation, minitrials, moderated settlement conferences, summary jury trials, or 

arbitration.) AIl Texas's ADR programs are designed "for more cases to settle, for cases to be 

settled earlier in the process, and for settlements to maximize fairness and ~reativity."~~ 

Of the programs implemented in the various jurisdictions, mediation is one of the most 

common forms of ADR. Mediation is used in domestic relations, contracts, small claims, and 

other dispute  arena^,^ and it employs neutral third parties to facilitate agreement between the 

'%id., and Tobias, "Wibrating," 1 16. 

"Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990. 28 U.S.C. $4471-482. 

61Katz, 21, (Judges taking more active roles in settlements. The U.S. Claims Court has 
instituted settIement proceedings to reduce its docket); and 45 ( There is no compulsion to 
mediate, only to attend.). 

6 2 ~ a t z ,  44, and Tex. Civ. Pract. & Rem. Code $51 54.001-073. 



rndicting parties.65 Formal mediation by trained professionals emerged in the 1970's. 66 Since 

that time, mediation has taken on new importance, especially in family di~putes.~' Now it is 

mandated by courts and  legislator^.^^ 

The focus on probiem solving and its processes rather than creating a specific solution69 

marks the advent of what supporters propose i s  a "social movement ." The end result (e.g. 

settlement) is less important. Instead, mediation is designed to provide an opportunity for a 

"fuller expression of clients' concerns than would occur with ordinary litigation, thus reducing the 

frustration some clients express regarding the judicial process."" Some noted benefits of 

mediation induce maintaining ongoing  relationship^,'^ encourqing parties to take more 

6 5 M o ~ s  L. Medley and James A. Schellenberg, "Attitudes of Indiana Judges Toward 
Mediation," Mtdufion Quurferly 11, no. 4 (Summer 1994): 329-337, 330 (In Indiana mediation 
is defined as: " a process in which a neutral third person, called a mediator, acts to encourage and 
to assist in the resolution of a dispute between two (2) or more parties. This is an informal and 
nonadversarial process. The objective is to help the disputing parties reach a mutually acceptable 
agreement between or among themselves on all or my part of the issues in dispute. Decision- 
making authority rests with the parties, not the mediator. The mediator assists the partics in 
identifling issues, fast ering joint problem-solving, exploring settlement J t  ernatives, and in other 
ways consistent with these activities. "). 

66Morris L. Medley and James A. Schellenberg, "Attitudes of Attorneys Toward 
Mediation," Meialion Qamterly 12, no. 2 (Winter 1994): 185-198, 185. 

%fedley, "Attorneys," 184-8 5 .  

70Carol Bohmer and Marilyn L. Ray, "Regression to the Mean: What happens When 
Lawyers Are Divorce Mediators," Mediation Q w f e r l y  11, no. 2 (Winter 1 993): 109- 1 22, 1 1 1. 

"~edley ,  "Attorneys," 192 

wayton 4 10; Linda S. Crawford, "The Americans with Disabilities Act: ADR: A 
Problem-Solving Approach for Business," Dispute Resolution Journal 50 (Apri Wlune 1 995): 



responsibility for their  conflict^,^ producing agreements with higher compliance rates,74 and 

helping attorneys and clients understand the strengths and weaknesses of their case.75 

Supporters claim that mediation is  wdl suited for conflicts where there are questions of 

subjective fact. cultural differences, communication problems, or participants are representing 

thern~elves.'~ But critics voice concerns about the lack of standards for mediation," the fairness 

of mediated agreements," and the absence of legal pre~edent.'~ It is a common belief that 

participation in mediation will leave participants with no legal recourse if the settlement does not 

materialize, but instead will only add to the costs of the trial.'' 

Mediation, like other forms of ADR, began as a way to informally resolve disputes, but it 

i s  now the center of a massive movement and the traditional legal system is no longer the last 

resort for conflict resolution. 

- 

5 5-60, 59; whiting 248. 

nMedley, "Attorneys," 1 96. 

'%id; Nina R. Meierding, "Does Mediation Work? A Survey of Long-Term Satisfaction 
and Durability Rates for Privately Mediated Agreements," Mediatiott Quarterly Z 1, no. 2 (Winter 
1993): 157- 170, 157; and Kent E. Menzel, "Judging the Fairness of Mediation: A Critical 
Framework," Mediation Quarterly 9, no. 1 (Fall 1993): 3-20, 7. 

75Medley, "Attorneys," 196. 

nMedley, "Attorneys," 197 



Legal Paradigm Shift 

The advent of the ADR movement has brought on what many hail to be a legal paradigm 

shifi." Disputes that were once viewed as "either legal or interpersonal problems are now seen 

more holisticalIy and systernati~ally."~~ Proponents state that ADR shifts the process from one of 

assuming adversarial positions to one that is focused on problem solving; what is decided is less 

important than how it was de~ided.'~ Thus, ADR is seen as less alienating and is able to protect 

ongoing relationships. The supporters also purport that ADR breaks settlement barriers. 85 For 

instance, since settlement facilitation is mandated by court, neither party has to show "weakness" 

in proposing settlement, so consensus can be reached faster." This quick settlement fulfills the 

need for s p d y  resolution and efficienc~.'~ 

Claims are common that ADR enhances settlement potenti J by helping parties develop a 

more accurate perception of their case." Judges describe ADR as an effective way: 

"Robert D. Benjamin, "The Physics of Mediation: Reflections of Scientific Theory in 
Professional Mediation Practice," Mediation QuurferZy 8, no. 2 (Winter 1 990): 9 1 - 1 1 3, 

91. 

''Boher and Ray, 1 1 0 .  

"Folberg, et. al, 380, and Jennings 3 17-8 (Objective input of third party deflates 
unrealistic expectations of parties and counsel, and forces attorneys to evduate their cases in 
preparation for hearing so as to be in a position to consider settlement.). 



(1) to educate the parties about the relative costs and benefits of settlement; (2) to give 
the parties a morB accurate evaluation of their case's worth; (3) to help the parties resolve 
relationship problems that might otherwise interfere with settlement; and (4) to aHow the 
parties to tailor settlements that best meet their individual or corporate needs. 

If tailored correctly, the ADR programs are claimed to reduce transaction costs, produce better 

outcomes, preserve relationships, and increase compl ian~e .~  

Criticisms of the ADR Movement 

As the ADR movement gained momentum, its ramifications were questioned. Opposition 

claimed the movement had brought elements of compulsion and coercion that were not present 

with previous dispute resolution  method^,^' arguing that participants were pressured to pursue 

alternative methods i n s t d  of going to trial.92 Primarily, legal scholars were concerned with the 

constitutionality of mandated ADR,'~ the rigidity of the ADR system,94 the procedural 

components of ADR,'' and the quality of justice received in ADR.% 

B9Folberg,et. al, 365. 

g 3 M ~ e ,  501 (Problems with due process arise when there is no trial available), and 
Jennings, 3 18-9 (Sanctions can be imposed for not complying with order for ADR.). 

g5Bianchi, 175( There are no court rules or standards to regulate the process.); Moore, 
500; and Jennings, 329 (ADR may cause side Litigation over procedures used in the process 
itself.). 

%id, 175 (Critics worry that ADR may tip the scales from one side to other, and causc 
an imbalance of power). 



Other commentators claimed not all cases were suitable for ADR and that the procedures 

and outcomes lacked "institutional competence to make public iaw" or ability to set pre~edent.~' 

Participants worried that ADR might even be more expensive than traditional litigation. Logically, 

ifthecasedoesnot settle, thenthecostand timeofADRisadded tothat~flitigation.'~ Court 

analysts speculate that about the same number of cases that are resolved through mediation or 

arbitration might have settled before f o r d  trial anyway, without the expense of A D R . ~  

One judge contends that ADR as instituted "destroys the value the American system 

traditionally placed on the right to vindication of one's position through an orderly procedure and 

rational decision subject to appellate r e ~ i e w . " ' ~  Some critics have cautioned that ADR is not 

"merely a supplement for adjudication," it has become its replacement. lo' Finally, there is the 

underlying premise that ADR does not redly fulfill i ts promise of cost savings and efficiency. lDZ 

Some legal obsewers contend that ADR i s  merely a "perceived panacea" for what ails the 

legal systern.'O3 Whether ADR is the solution to the problems offormal court litigation is still an 

9TLamont E. Stallworth and Martin H. Malin, "Workforce Diversity," Dispute Resolution 
JmrmI 49 (June 1994): 27-39,38. 

gPJennings, 3 17 (The settlement rate is reported to be between 90-95% for traditional 
litigation.). 

'"Joshua D. Rosenberg and H. Jay Folberg, "Alternative Dispute Resolution: An 
Empirical Analysis," StunfordLaw Review 46 (July 1994): 1487-1551, 1487. 



open question.1w The consensus of scholars, however, i s  a call for more research md more 

evaluation.105 

ADR Evaluations 

ADR scholars claim the "scant empirical literature that exists at best paints an incomplete 

picture of the effect ADR" on the legal system. Io6 Observers claim the "dearth of empirical 

support for the various claims concerning ADR" has created "the critical need for an objective, 

empirid evaluation of ADR," and made it impossible to determine its actual effect on civil 

litigation.Im Claims that ADR is more cost effective and efficient are countered by assertions 

that ADR adds more steps to the legal process, and more c o s t . ' O B  

One of the first studies on ADR in federal courts, an evaluation of court-annexed 

ahitration, was conducted by the Federal Judicial Center. The study suggested that while there 

was "evidence the annexation program offered some benefits, on balance it was impossible, 

without further study, to conclude these benefits justified the added costs associated with the 

pr~gram."'~ The literature includes many other studies on ADR programs, but their focus, 

findings and measures of strccess are varied. Table 3.2 provides a summary of process and impact 



ADR evaluations by type, findings, key variables, and comments, thus, further highlighting 

variations in results of ADR studies. 

Table 2.1 
Summary o f  Studies Evalurrtinp, the ADR Process and Impact 

Key Variable# Comments m d  
Conclueions 

Elwtll and 
Carlson (1990) 

D n y h  (1991) 

impact 

impact 

Bohmer and Ray 
(1993) 

%ti~fying purpow it WM created 
%light d m  in time to dispose OF 
We 

*has not Bignificantiy d u d  ovmll 
delay 
4 ~ -  not significantly h d  
incidence of civil trials 
*hm no! uignifimntly iducnctd 
pending cnstloads 

impad 

'procedure 
diaposi~inn time 
-pu- 
=-type 

m d a e d s  
wsb 
mADR 
anon-ADR 

Whiting (1994) 

Clark ,  Ellen 
md McCDrmick 
I19951 

M 0 d  
(1996) 

Attempted to ~ e e  if program 
was chiming ib stated god. 

Claimu concerning AnR'r 
potential to rcducc m t a  md 
delays are greatly exaggerated. 

* u h g  huyn in divorce prwdings 
dd not significantly effact the 
outcome 

Ibrmatin 

impact 

formative 

eattornty or now 

amrncY 
-divom outcome 

Geomia focuses on o u t m c  
rathcr than pmas, and stated 
nced far mare outcamc 
research. 

*fnmily disputes had higher a m  
m k s  thM m-family diapuw 
multiple imc trees had higher 

rata fhm i n &  imuc w 

m ~ t i s f y m g  to Migmts 
*no ttTcx:l on complirum with 
agreemen ta 
=no lrtati~lidly u g n i C - t  drop in 
fm 
~ 8 h o r b d  disposition times 

* r c h i c ~  ~tated goals 

.type of 
reiahship 
* n u m k  of ~SBUGB 

mmaiiation siucass 
or failure 

wtmrnea 
- p r o a m  e f f ~ b  

-mlisfadon 
wmpliancc 

-client ~ t i a f a o h  
*litigation and 
relitigation m h  
minvolvment 

Imporhnce of ongoing 
relationship proved to bc a 
statislically Bignificant 
detarnirratc of mtdiation 
succes8. 

hrhc~pnnts wae d ~ n e d  with 
exptncncc. Since thc GostP of 
the program were virtually 
nothifig. it was raxlrnmcndcd 
that the program be continued. 

Ueed stated goals to: 
(I) provide a vehicle to ass& 
parks to m l v e  disputw 
thms~lves 
(21 to i n c w  c l ic~~t  
~tiafaction 
(3) to reducc nte of mntestod 
litigation and mlitigation 
(4) to inc- involvement or 
Ihe p a k  in the prooffs o f  
resolving disputes 



Empirical studies are complicated by inabilities in gathering data on cost and time 

savings,"' formulating control groups, and compiling comparable data."' Usually studies are 

conducted solely on satisfaction levels of the  participant^."^ Lack of research in part stems from 

the difficulty in measuring and evaluating the success rates of ADR.'13 The inability to properly 

design an evaluations and to establish criteria for success are some of the problems facing 

researchers. Kerbes hian noted that, 

[o]bstacles in research design and methodology are frequently encountered in social 
science research. The strongest studies utilize a control group, but identifying controls 
and randomizing subjects is difficult. The task of selecting reliable and vdid instruments 
for defining and measuring program goals and the corresponding changes in behavior, 
attitudes, and values of the subjects is challenging. Qualitative methods, such as case 
studies and self-reports, provide perspective but also have limited generalizability. These 
research caveats are applicable to attempts to evaluate, masure, and predict the effects of 
ADR.'14 

"'Dayton, 9 16. 

'''Folberg, et. al, 389 (". . .useful cost-benefit analysis of mandatory ADR requires not 
just a determination of whether a process is likely to be cost-effective, but also an understanding 
of the extent of that cost effectiveness. The amount of case process savings for the parties is 
difficult to measure. The out-of-pocket costs of ADR can range from zero (where attorneys do 
not participate) to several thousand dotlars (the vast majority of that cost being attorney's fees for 
the time spent preparing for and participating in the process). Similarly, the savings from early, 
ADR-enhanced settlement may range from a few dollars to millions of dollars in attorneys' fees. 
In addition, because many cases will settle (although later in the process) without ADR, and 
because ADR can be helphl even in those cases that do not settle, analysis is necessarily an 
approximation. Perhaps the most telling statistic from the fsderisl court study, referred to above, 
is that approximately ninety percent of the attorneys and parties required to participate in ADR 
believe that the federal court's mandatory ADR program should be not only retained, but 
significantly expanded .") . 



Program evaluations is important because it uses "scientific methods to estimate the 

successful implementation and resultant outcomes of programs or policies for decision making 

 purpose^.""^ Good evaluations involve " the systematic process of gathering empirical data to 

test hypothesis indicated by a program's intent. ""' Process evduat ions, or formative evaluations, 

are useful in studying ADR programs. This type of evaluation monitors daily tasks or assesses 

program activities and participmt satisfa~tion.~" Some of the relevant questions include: 

*What is done to whom and what activities are actudy taking place? 

*How could it be done more efficiently? 

*Are the clients satisfied with the sewice?"' 

Process evaluations use subjective measures and usually require staff and participant 

in~otvement."~ Bingham and Felbinger state that the value of these evaluations should not be 

underestimated. Making sure the program is run correctly is a precept to assessing the impact of 

the program.Im 

In public administration research outcomes can sometimes be problematic and difficult to 

rnWe."' ADR research is faced with this problem as well. The value of evaluation lies in 

llSBingharn and Felbinger, 3 .  

'%id, 3. 

"'hid, 4. 

"'bid, 4. 

"%id, 5 .  

'qingharn and Felbinger, 5. 

12'Patricia M. Shields, "Pragmatism as Philosophy of Science, A Tool for Public 
Administration," Draft to appear in Research in Public Administration, ed. J .  White, 30. 



providing useful information to policy makers and  participant^.'^^ Kerbeshian contends that the 

evaluators must be able to "describe intended results and propose questions that will provide 

corresponding informati~n."'~ Much of the early ADR research was concerned with the impact 

of the program, focusing on whether the objectives of the program were being met, not on how 

the program operates. 

Research on the effectiveness of mediation is plagued by the same problems facing the 

other forms of ADR. Questions still exist on the proper way to evaluate the process. 12' Scholars 

state that mediation research has no "comprehensive critical framework" in place to assess the 

agreements,125 and when assessed, the feedback is not provided to the mediators. Instead, the 

mediator is not asked to return.Ix Further, research on success rates is inconclusive because of 

the varying definitions of success.'27 These conflicting measures of success make the data on the 

effectiveness of mediation difficult to gather and assess. Currently, satisfaction rate is the easiest 

and most common method of mediation eva1~ation.l~~ 

- 

'22Kerbeshian, 3 84. 

'%id, 384. 

lU1bid,3 -4. 

'"Bid, 4. 

'=Kerbeshim, 40 1. 

127~erbeshian, 3 84. 

'2BFolberg, et. al, 364. 



Criteria for Success 

In measuring success, Kerbeshian suggests that the answer depends on the purpose of 

ADR the definitions of success or failure, and attainment of the selected criteria. lZ9 Without 

addressing these factors, it is difficult to say with certainty that any AI)R program is successful. 

Researchers have attempted to define success by using such criteria as client satisfaction, 

settlement rate, efficiency, and cost. 'M Whether any of these are valid for determining success is 

still controverted. ''I 

Although client satisfaction is probably the most common criterion for measuring ADR 

programs, and in some instances, it is the only data it may not be the best indication 

of whether a program is successfd when used alone. Client satisfaction has been reported to 

provide insight into the participant's "perceived control of the process,"'33 and satisfaction levels 

have dso been "closely linked" with participants perceptions of fairness. 134 Critics claim that 

satisfaction is an "unaqtable criterion of social justice, one that ADR should not be expected to 

achieve," and that satisfdon levels do not accurately reflect social costs, participant 

expectations, or settlement fairness. 13' 



Settlement rates are also used to evaluate programs, typically under the "assumption that 

settlement is beneficial to the participar~ts."'~~ Ostensibly, ADR is oriented toward ~ettlement,'~' 

and in many programs, settlement in ADR before trial is a common goal.'38 Arguably, if the case 

issettledbeforetrial, thenthedocketswill b e ~ l e a r e d . ' ~ ~  But intherushtosettle,observers 

question if the participants rights are impaired and the fairness of the agreement jeo~ardized.'~ 

The figures for settlement rates may also be misleading. Rates may be inflated for various 

reasons and setf-reports moly be inaccurate.14' Parties that reach an agreement m y  still claim that 

they made "littie or no progress."142 Further, parties that do not reach an agreement during the 

session may reach an agreement soon after the ADR event.143 Some argue that the settlement 

rates do not accurately signify success, since the trial settlement ratios are frequently high as 

well. lU Repoft6 indicate about 9P!  of all cases are settled without adjudicati~n."~ 

Time and cost estimates are also used to measure success, but the accuracy of these 

''%id, 313. 

'"Kerbeshian, 390. 

"'Harry T. Edwards, " Mternative Dispute Resolution: Panacea or Anathema?" Harvard 
Law Review 99 (January 1 986): 668-684,670. 



estimates is debated.'" The Federal Judicial Cmter published one report of ten mandatory coun- 

annexed arbitration programs, attempting to evaluate whether arbitration reduced the time from 

filing to Dayton notes that while the report "strongly corroborates" earlier studies 

showing the participants belief that the programs helped reduce expense and delay, it provided 

"little indication" that any of those beliefs are "grounded in empirical reality.""8 

Program Design 

When designing any ADR program certain steps must be taken to ensure the quality of the 

procedural components of ADR"' the justice that is received in ADR,lm the ADR facilitator, 

and the screening process for cases suitable for ADR. Is' An effective program "must remove 

traditional obstuies to settlement without substituting new ones."'j2 Careful design guarantees 

that programs and their procedures are not averformal~zed or perceived as unfair. If the process 

"'Dayton, 9 1 5- 1 6 (The study used data on participant satisfaction and attorney and 
litigant attitudes to ascertain if ADR had "achieved its goals.") 

"Qianchi, 175 ( There are no court rules or standards to regulate the process.); Moore, 
500; and Jennings, 329 (ADR may cause side litigation over procedures used in the process 
itself.). 

'%id, 175 (Critics worry that ADR may tip the scales from one side to other, and cause 
an imbalance of power). 

"'Stallworth and Mdin, 38. 



is too complicated, the ADR session may not be as productive.'53 Further, if the participants 

perceive the procedure as unfair, they may become alienated with the system, and fail to resolve 

the case.I5' Jennings argues that "fairness and a degree of informality are necessary to foster 

settlement 

Design must also take into consideration the element of coercion; this is the center of the 

debate over mandatory and voluntary A D R . ' ~  Roben Cwlson, president of the American 

Arbitration Association, commented: 

Mandatory ADR verges on coercion. It hasn't simplified things; it's made them more 
complex. Even when voluntary, the process is coercive.'" 

Courts are still deciding the issue of mandatory ADR. Is' However, mandating ADR procedures 

does not require mandating outcomes. Polberg states that the courts can only require 

participation in the ADR the participants "need not reach agreement or actively participate," 

therefore, it is only "marginally c~ercive."'~~ 

Determining which types of cases are most successful with ADR and when conditions are 

- - 

lS3Jennings, 3 18. 

"%id, 3 18. 

 bid, 3 1 8. 

ImKatz, 52. 

157Kerbeshim, 420. 

'%id, 425. 

'5PFolberg, et. al, 395. 



optimal for ADR can also enhance its effectiveness. lW Considering the nature of the dispute, the 

relationship between the disputants, the amount in dispute, cost and speed can determine cases 

suitable for ADR.'~' Lieberman and Henry argue that a "typology of disputes" will determine 

which kinds of cases are "amenable to ADR and which ones should be left to traditional devices 

of adjudi~tion."'~~ Eliminating these cases and allowing for cases that are suitable leads to a 

better allocation of This allocation may include providing a choice of ADR method 

or offering combinations of various types of M R .  lH In addition to providing procedural 

safeguards and ndequate screening procedures, legal researchers recommend that ADR include 

meaningful participation on behalf of all the parties to be effective.165 

As the literature indicates, the debate surrounding the ADR movement is far from over. 

Cdls for more research and rigorous standards and for better evaluation procedures have been 

made. This study attempts to answer that call by designing a practical ideal type for ADR 

programs, one that can be used to assess programs and their processes and to contribute to the 

empirical data. The practical ideal type is useful because it provides "benchmarks with which to 

161 Jeftiey W. Stempel, "Reflections on Judicial ADR and the Multi-Door Courthouse at 
Twenty: Fait Accompli, Failed Overture, or Fledgling Adulthood?" Ohio State Journal on 
Dispute Resolulion 11 (1996): 297-395,326-30. 

IQ1ethro K. Lieberman and James F. Henry, "Lessons from the Alternative Dispute 
Resolution Movement. " Uniwrsify of Chicago Law Review 53 (Spring 1986): 424-439, 43 7. 



understand (and improve) reality."166 

Conceptual Framework 

This study provides a descriptive analysis of ADR and its programs by designing a 

practical ideal type for ADR programs. Using mediation as the program example, the ideal type 

serves as a benchmarking toof for understanding and improving ADR programs.'67 The focus of 

the research project is the Travis County Settlement Week mediation program; the ideal type will 

be used to assess this program and to make recommendations for improvement or modification. 

The assessment will also serve as a test to see if the ideal type is truly practical for the field of 

study. 

The ideal type was designed using six broad categories taken from the literature: 1) 

mediation procedure; 2)  mediator skill; 3) case profile; 4) participant involvement; 5 )  ADR 

method; and 6 )  stated goals. Based on the literature, these areas are typically wnsidered when 

deciding whether a program is successful or unsuccesshI, and should be considered when making 

recommendations for change in the program.. 

The categories are operat iodd based on the following definitions: mediation 

procedure is the process used for the settlement week mediations; mediator skill describes the 

necessity of education for the mediation and the level of expertise;'" case profile describes the 

'671 bid, 29-3 0. 

 he program sponsors had indicated that these were areas of concern in previous 
Settlement Weeks, therefore the hypotheses are operationalized accordingly. 



participants perceptions about the suitability and timing of mediation for their case, and also 

provides the program's profile of the demographic characteristics of the case (e.g. nature of the 

dispute and dollar amount and when mediation was attempted); participant involvement describes 

the level of preparation for the mediation and willingness to attend; ADR method indicates which 

ADR mechanism is used; and stated goals are the formal objectives of the program. Although the 

"desirability of promoting settlement" is  "challenged" as a criteria for success, for purposes of this 

research an effective program, or a successful program, is one that promotes ~ett1ernent.I~~ 

Since this research is evaluative, it incorporates working hypotheses and subhypotheses 

formed from the categories. These hypotheses serve as guides for conducting the research and 

collecting evidence, and imply that if the practical id& type is found in the program it will be 

successful. 

Working Hypotbesw 

WH I : As indicated by the literature, effective mediation programs contain procedurw that 

promote sett iement . 

SHIA: Procedurw that are perceived as fair promote settlement. 

SHlB: Procedures that are perceived as uncomplicated promote settlement. 

SH 1 C: Proccdum that are perceived as non-coercive promote settlement. 

SH1D: Procedum that are perceived to have additional value to settlement may promote 

settlement 



WH2: As indicated by the literature, effective mediation programs use skilled mediatow to 

promote settlement. 

SHZA: Mediatom that are perceived as not needing additional education about the case promote 

settlement. 

SH2B: Mediators that are perceived as having a high level of expertise promote settlement. 

WH3: As indicated by the literature, effective mediation programs use case profiles to determine 

if case is appropriate for settlement. 

SH3A: Participant perceptions provide case profiles that determine suitable cases for 

settlement.. 

SH3B: Participant perceptions provide case profiles that determine if timing of mediation is 

appropriate for settlement. 

SH3C: Case profiles used by the program determine suitable cases for settlement 

WH4: As indicated by the literature, effective mediation programs contain elements of 

participant involvement to promote settlement. 

SH4A: Participant invalverncn t that is perceived as voluntary promotes settlement. 

SH4B : Participant involvemtat that includes prepamtion before mediation promotes 

settlement. 

WH5: As indicated by the literature, effective mediation programs contain choices of ADR 

method that promote settlement. 



SHS A: Providing perceived alternative choices to mediation promotes settlement. 

WH6: Effective mediation programs have stated goals. 

The working hypotheses will enable the researcher to describe and test for a practical ideal 

type for mediation programs and serve as a guide to modify any existing program. The 

questionnaire was the primary research tool chosen to test these hypotheses. The Travis County 

Settlement Week was the program within which the research was carried out. The following 

chapter provides the historical background of this program and details the problems that it faces. 



Chapter Thm 

Research Setting 

Texas, like other states, has implemented various programs to comply with orders 

requiring ADR. In Travis County, there are many ADR programs, some are found in the court 

system and others in private arenas like the Dispute Resolution Center. The focus of this study is 

the Travis County Settlement Week, a free mediation program that was held in Austin, Texas, 

September 22-26, 1997. Texas law requires that every county conduct two Settlement Weeks 

each year;170 this program fulfills that obligation. 

Program Background 

Settlement Week was instituted in 1989, and has been administered by the Travis County 

ADR Coordinator's Office since the office's inception in 1992.I7l The ADR office coordinates 

the event as a public service with the Travis County District Court and County Judges, and the 

Travis County Bar Association. McGahan noted this program was originally designed to educate 

people about the mediation process, and as the program developed it became quite successful in 

facilitating settlement. 

Settlement Week is held twice each year in Austin, Texas, and is designed to "allow 

parties in lawsuits in Travis County the opportunity to make a concentrated effort to settle their 

T e x .  Civ. Pmc. & Rem. Code, Chapter 1 55. 

17'Sydni McGahaq interview by author, Austin, Texas, 1 1 August 1997. McGahan is the 
Travis County ADR Coordinator, and has been associated with the ADR programs in Travis 
County since 1989, Interview questions and responses are provided in Appendix A, 



cases with the aid of a trained, neutral rnediat~r.""~ The program uses volunteer mediators that 

meet minimum mediation qualifications to "facilitate discussions between pmies that might lead 

to settlement of the case," and while their role is neutral, it is designed to "help the parties come 

to their own agreement ."In Panicipants are provided a three-hour time slot to mediate their case; 

there are typically about 200 Jots available during the week. 

The mediation process is flexible, with the mediators using varying styles to conduct the 

sessions. The parties and the mediator can agree on any rules that will "aid the parties in 

exploring the issues and resolving the dispute.""' The typical process may involve ( I )  an 

introduction; (2) a brief explanation of the case by both sides; (3) a question period about the 

process, positions and what the parties hope to gain from the settlement; (4) a caucus period 

where the mediator wnsults with each side privately; and (5) a joint session to see if settlement 

has been reached."' If the case settles, the mediator will help the parties prepare a Settlement 

A w m e n t  outlining the specific terms and provisions of the parties agreement. If the case does 

not settle, it will still be pending on the court's docket to be set for trial. 

M a a n  reported that since its inception, of the 5800 cases submitted during the 

previous Settlement Wceks in Travis County, over 70 percent were settled in whole or part.176 In 

- - 

ln~ravis County Settlement Week Information Sheet, 4 (See Appendix B). 

'QcGahan also indicated that approximately 90 percent of the cases that did not settle 
during Settlement Week settled shortly afterwards, before going to trial. 



1995, the figures started dropping. Table 3.1 illustrates these settlement rates as  reported by 

Travis County. 

Table 3.1 

Program Changm 

In 1995, the county issued a 1 0 4  ruie requiring all cases to go to mediation before being 

set for trial.'" The order's stated purpose is "to promote the resolution of cases prior to trial 

through the use of alternative dispute resolution processes, to test the effectiveness of ADK in 

helping parties reach an acceptable settlement of their disputes, and to reduce the backlog of cases 

on the docket." McGahan indicated that shortly after this standing order to mediate was 

implemented, the settlement rates from Settlement Week began to fall, but other settlement rates 

Settlement Week Results 

17'0rder Concerning Mediation of Cases Set on the Merits, Travis County District Clerk's 
File No. 12 1,O 12 (See Appendix C). Travis County also has a process that allows cases to be 
excused from this requirement to attend ADR. This "easy out" process sets the case on the ATlR 
docket after a request has been made. The party then files a motion to be excused from ADR, 
which the judge grants or denies. M c G h  indicated that since ADR is not suitable for every 
case, the parties are never forced to pursue AD& and this process allows the parties to be 
excused from the requirement. (See Travis County Local Rules, 1 7.4 (1 99 5)) .  

Date 

September 1995 

March 1996 

September 1996 

March 1997 

September 1997* 
*ma Wement Week IS the fmus ofthis study 

Cast5 

271 

282 

3 00 

224 

222 

Settlement Rate 

39% 

46% 

53% 

46% 

37% 



outside the program had increased. Sponsors were concerned about this drop in Settlement 

Week's performance.17g An ADR task force was formed to address program issues. 

McGahan and the others indicated that the Settlement Week might be used on "dog 

cases," or those cases with no possibility of settlement, as a way of getting their ticket punched, 

so the case can be set on the docket. '" All agreed that this "ticket punching" phenomena needed 

to be avoidtd if possible. Areas of consideration included profiling cases to make sure the cases 

were suitable for the program, assuring mediation quality, providing choices in ADR methods, 

and assessing whether the program was still needed. Primarily, the task force was mncerned with 

what would be lost if the program was not available, and whether it was providing some other 

vdua to the legal wmmunity . The task force cat led for a reassessment of the program. The 

sponsors questioned if and how the settlement rates wuld be improved, if there were fundamental 

problems with the program, or if the program should be eliminated. 

This study attempts to answer those questions using the practical ideal type to assess the 

Settlement Week p r o m  and to makc recommendations based on the findings. The next 

chapter presents the methodology used to conduct the study. 

'"Travis County ADR Task Force, interview by author, Austin, Texas, 20 August 1997. 
Members of the task force included Sydni McGahan, Mike Schless and Barbara Hannon. These 
members discussed problems with the Settlement Week program. Mike Schless is a former judge 
from County Court No. 3, and now conducts private mediations. Barbara Hannon is a 
chairperson with the State Bar of Textis ADR section. Some of the Concerns from that meeting 
are transcribed in Appendix D. 

lTgSee Kerbeshian, 432 {ADR should not be perceived as a mechanism for eliminating 
cases and clients of little value.). 



Chapter Four 

Methodology 

This study describes and tests a practical ideal type for ADR programs. The study is 

evaluative in nature, thus the research emphasis includes survey research, analysis of existing data 

and document d y s i s  as the research tools. This chapter discusses these research methods and 

outlines the methudology for the study. The working hypotheses found in the conceptual 

framework are also operat iodized. 

Survey Research 

Babbie states that survey research is an appropriate methodology to use in evaluative 

research.lW The method is used predominantly when the unit ofanalysis is an individual. In this 

particular study the units of analysis are individuals involved in the Settlement Week. Survey 

research, Babbie explains, is good for collecting data in a population that is too large to observe 

directly, and an serve as "excellent vehicles for measuring attitudes."'*' This study has a 

population that is  too large to observe directly, and it also assesses the attitudes of the population, 

therefore, survey research is appropriate. Y in contends this method is also appropriate because 

l-arl Babbie, The Practice of Social Research, 7th ed. (New York: Wadswort h 
Publishing Co., 19951, 257. 

Ig3t was impractical for the researcher to attend each msdiation session and to use the 
observations as data. Further, the confidential nature of the proceedings prohibited using this 
twhnique. 



it addresses a contemporary problem, and is concerned with events that the researcher cannot 

control. 

Survey research may be administered t h r ~  ways: self-administered questionnaires, 

inteniew surveys, and telephone ~urveys.''~ This study employed both questionnaire and 

interview surveys. The questionnaires were used to gather the participants attitudes about the 

ADR program and to provide background information on the case. The interview surveys 

provided historid information on the Settlement Week program, as well as the staff perceptions 

about problems with the program. Babbie indicates that strengths and weaknesses of survey 

research. Table 4.1 illustrates the pros and cons of using this methodology.'gS 

Table 4.1 
Strengths and Weaknesses of Survey Research 

useful in desmbing charbcteristics of large population m e y s  may be superficial in their wverage ofresponm 

make large samples feasible 

flexible 

reliability is high I valihty i s  low 

the research may not deal appropriately withe the context 
of social life 

~nflexi ble 

s t d a d i d  qdonnaire provides slmgth for 
measurement 

"'Robert K. Xn, Case Sta@ Research: Design and Meihds 2d ed , Applied Social 
Research Methods Series, vol. 5 (Thousand Oaks, Ca. :Sage Publications, 1994),4. 

IB4Babbie, 258-69. 

"'Ibid, 273-4. 

may creak artificiality in mecl ion  with expmmmts 



Survey research was appropriate for several reasons. First, it was useful for describing the 

characteristics of the large population. Second, it was flexible. This study attempted to combat 

weaknesses of the method by using a combination of open and closed ended questions in the 

questionnaire. The closed ended provided the data for measurement purposes. The open ended 

provided opportunity for expression, thus allowing for something more than an approximate 

indicator of the pmicipant's attitudes. 

The questionnaires provide details about the mediation process, which elements work and 

which ones do not, and attitudes about the program. The interview questions also allow program 

administrators to offer explanations of why the program is or is not working. The study also 

assesses aggregate data and documents provided and compiled by the Travis County ADR 

section. 

Survey Instrumtnt 

The survey questionnaire consisted of 66 questions, open and closed ended questions. 

(See Appendix E for the complete survey instr~rnent.)'~~ The responses primarily consisted of yes 

and no questions. The participants were Jso given opportunity for elaboration with the open 

ended questions. The open ended questions were necessary to help with the benchmarking of this 

program. Categories were provided in some instances to provide case background. No names 

were placed on the survey instntments, thus ensuring confidentiality in responses, and cause 

numbers were requested for the Travis County records, but were not reported in the findings dso 

''me questionnaire was created by the researcher and the ADR task form. Sixty six 
questions were used as evidence in the research, and three questions were used for Travis County 
records. 



to ensure confidentiality. 

Four surveys were placed in each Settlement Week packet, and two hundred packets were 

available. The surveys could be filled out by each parry and their representative. Since the 

questionnaire was given to every participant in the Settlement Week program, the entire 

population was represented in the initial sample.'87 The questionnaires were returned to the ADR 

coordinator's office after they were completed. No mailing was necessary. This process was 

designed to encourage more participants to fill out the survey. The questionnaire was six pages in 

iength. One of the problems with the instrument was that it was reported by some of the 

participants to be too long, so some responses were not completely answered. The survey was 

pre-tested on Sydni McGahan, Judge Hart and Barbara ~annon. lB8 

Data AnaIysL and Document Analysis 

This study also used document analysis and existing data analysis to formulate 

triangulation in the study, therefore giving a broader range of historical data and attitudes. lg9 

The documents consisted of the Settlement Week Information Sheet, previous evaluation sheets 

from Settlement Week, and the Standing Order to mediate. These documents provided an 

unobtrusive way to gather data on the p r ~ g r a m . ' ~  These sample documents provided 

background information as well as sources of evidence for the practical ideal type of an ADR 

'*'Babbie, 1 95. 

'*#ADR task force. See Chapter 3. 

lsqlin,  9 I .  

' WBabbie, 3 12. 



program. 

Operat ionalization o f  Hypo t hees 

The sources of evidence for the hypotheses are primarily found in the participant 

questionnaire. The task force open-ended inteniew questions also provide evidence for the 

hypotheses. The members were asked their perceptions of the process, and 

1) what suggestions they had for improvement; 
2) what case types are suitable for this process, and whether the settiement week should 
limit the participants to those cases; 
3) how does participant involvement affect settlement; 
4) whether mediation is the best method to offer, or should there be a choice of method; 
and 
5 )  what would they recommend to enhance settlement week. 

This information is corroborated with existing data found in the previous ADR evaluations. See 

Table 4.2 for the details of operationalizing the hypotheses. 

The criteria for this case study is settlement rate based on the p r i w  function of the 

program. Although the literature suggests settlement rate is not the only measure of the success, 

determining what is the appropriate measure of success is beyond the scope of this study. 

Conducting more research on what should be the measure of success is recommended. The 

weakness of the study is the transferability to other programs. Since it is an assessment of the 

Settlement Week and its characteristics specific to that program, its findings may be limited. 



Table 4.2 
Operationalization of Hypothesw 

*Note Q 1 2,50 md 59 provide overall ratings for the Settlement Week rimhation, the mediation, and mediation. 
Q u 4 m  1 3 and 5 1 &I the w a i v e  renponses. Questions 1 7 and 1 8 provide the satisfaction rate and narrative 
responses. Q d o n s  45 and 46 indicate whether participank would psrticipete in Settlement Week again; questions 47 

Category 

rndation p r d u r e  

mediator skill 

case profile 

participanl involvement 

ADR m t h d  

stated goals 

and 48 indicate what changes are rcFommendod for the program; questions 57 and 58 indicele if the p&cip&ts would 
mcmmid the m d a t w  again; and qmtions 65 arad 66 indcate if lht participants would remamend the mdation 
process. These respollses d l  be used as evidence for the various categories. 

Presentation bf Results 

Hypotheris 

*SHIA fair 
4SHl B uncomplicated 
mSH 1 C nonmrcivt 
*SH 1 D additional vduc 

-SMA education 
mSH2B expertbe 

*SH3A ruitabk cana 
*SWB thing 
-SWC program profile 

*SH4A voluntary 
-SH4B prcpnratlon 

*SHSA alternative choice 

* W 6  rhtedgods 

The results oft his study are presented in narrative form. Simple statistical analysis was 

Source* 

*Q 14, 15, 16 
*Q 19, 20, 25,26,27, 28 
*Q 31 ,32 ,37 ,38  
*Q 2 1,22,23,24, 29,30 

*Q S4,55 
*Q 52,53,56 

*Q 33,34,35,36,39,  40 
mQ 6,41,42 
=Q 3,4,5,8,9, 10, 1 1  

mQ 31,32 
-Q 43,44 

*Q 49,60,61,62,63,64 

*Document AnaIysis 
*Interviews 

performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The variables were coded 

with dummy variables of 1 and 0 for yes and no responses, and numerical coding for the other 

categorical responses. (See Appendix F for the variable descriptions and coding and Appendix G 

for narrative responses. .) The open ended questions responses are presented in narrative. Some 

tables and charts may be used to further illustrate the narrative. 



Chapter Five 

Analysis of Findings 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the collected data. The hypotheses 

premised that, according to the literature if the program contained certain elements, then it would 

be a suct;essful program. In this case, the successful program would be one that promoted 

settfement. The hypotheses guided the data collection. Simple descriptive statistics, comparisons 

of means, and cross tabulations are used to analyze the findings. The results of the data are 

presented in tabular and narrative form. Table 5.3 to 5.7 illustrate the findings. 

Survey Response Rate 

Surveys were provided to Settlement Week participants. .Eight hundred copies were 

available, and 385 were returned, making the response rate 48%. Babbie indicates that at least 

50% response is necessary for "adequate analysis and rep~rting."'~' While there is a risk of an 

unrepresentative sample,'92 the percentage is close enough to 50 % that the responses will still be 

usefid for assessing the program. Also, it is possible that the results will not be as useful for other 

programs. Further, the questionnaire was considered by the participants to be too long, therefore 

the response rate in this case is reasonable. 



Background Charrmcteristics 

The Settlement Week participants fell in six categories: plaintiff, plaintiffs attorney, 

defendant, defendant's attorney, claims adjustor, and other.193 The data indicates that the 

respondents may not be a representative sample of the popu1ati0n.I~~ The sample included 

responses fiom 28 perGent of the defendant attorneys and 25 percent of the plaintiffs. The 

plaintiff attorneys, defendants and claims adjusters were not equally represented. The responses 

to all questions should be viewed in light of this finding. However, The responses will still be 

usehl in providing characteristics for this participants in this Settlement Week. (For more detailed 

information See Table 5.1). 

The background responses provided a profile for the Settlement Week ,cases: 

1) 65.3 percent are personal injury (auto and other); 

2) 53.1 percent are over 2 years old; 

3) 36.4 percent used Settlement Week to comply with the standing order to mediate; 

4) 57.0 percent of the original demands are 1 0,000-50,000; 

5 )  76.0 percent of the cases had offers during Settlement Week; and 

6) 65.2 percent of the offers during Settlement Week are 1-10,000. 

t931n this Settiement Week the only other type of participant is an interested party. 

'94Using chi square for goodness of fit. (5, x2= 104.84, p.05). 
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Table 5.1 
Profile of Settlement Week Cases 

Briefly dmribe the nature of lhc dispute. 
(n=340) 

Are yw a: 
(11-370) 

Whm did t h i ~  action or c a w  arise? 
(n=M 1) 

Why did you ch- la partrclpak in 
Sctllemml Week7 
(n=294) 

What was the dcmstnd? 
(n=358) 

Wap there an offer7 
( ~ 3 5 4 )  

If ycs, how much? 
In=%) 

+Bad faith, Bruch of w m t y ,  Fomclmure, 

Collection 
Conntruc~lon 
Contract Dispute 
DTPA 
Employee's rights 
Family Law 
Medical malpractia 
Ptrsonal inlury (auto) 
Ptrsonal injury (other) 
h o w  Damage 
Real W t e  
Suit an note 
Worker's compensation 
Other 

Plaintiff 
Plaintiff Attorney 
Defendant 
Defendant Attorney 
Claims Adjustor or Insuranoe Rep. 
OUler 

k w  than 6 months 
6 months to 1 yew 
ova 1 yearto2ytars 
0 ~ t r 2 y e a r s t o 3 ~  
over3yeara 

client cwld not a m d  private rndinGon 
to comply with standing order to mdratc 
atlwney suggcstod using pr- 
recommendation from participant 
p ~ ~ e a s y L o u a e  
other 

Im than 10,000 
l O , ~ S O , ~ O  
50,OOO-lo0,oOo 
Over 100,000 
Othw 

Yes 
No 

1-l0,oOo 
1 O , ~ S O , O O O  
50,000- 100,000 
Over 100,000 
No settlement 
Non-monetary 

hpl malpractice, and Pmducta liability were not 

3.5 
.9 
5.6 
3.5 
3 5 
5.6 
I .2 
613.3 
5 .O 
4.1 
.3 
.3 
1 .5  
4.7 

25.1 
18.9 
13.5 
2%. 1 
13.2 
1.1 

6.7 
8.8 
31.4 
34.9 
18.2 

5.4 
36.4 
3 1.3 
4.8 
14.6 
7.5 

13 1 
57.0 
14.2 
11.7 
3.9 

76.0 
24.0 

65.2 
22.0 
2.3 
1.5 
6.8 
2.3 

rtpmentcd in t h w  respnst~. 



OveraH Perceptions 

Overall, participants responses to Settlement Week were positive. The respondents 

overwhelmingly agreed that they were satisfied with the program (93.7%), and almost all stated 

they would participate in Settlement Week again (98.3%). Only a small percentage would 

recommend changes in the program (14.7%). All means for overall perceptions were 3.00 or 

greater. This indicates the ratings for Settlement Week mediation, the mediator, and mediation as 

a dispute resolution tool were above average. (See Table 5.2 for mean ratings for these 

variables.) 

Table 5.2 
Perception Mean Ratings 

I I I 1 I 

'95Using test value of 2, and a scale of 0-4, with ()=poor, I = below average, 2= average, 
3= above average, and 4=excellent. (Settlement Week mediation, t=2 1.50, dF359), (Mediator, 
t=32.44, d+355), and (Mediation, t-33.65, d f  341). 

Variable 

Settlement Week Mediation 

Mediator 

Mediation as a Dispute Resolution Tool 
*Results significant using t-test at p<.05.L95 

Mean Rating 

3.00* 

3.33* 

3.34* 

N 

360 

3 3 5 

342 

Standard Deviation 

,855 

.774 

.736 



Mediation Procedure 

The first working hypothesis stated that effective mediation programs contain procedures 

that promote settlement. The subhypotheses fbrther explained that these procedures should be 

fair, uncomplicated, noncoercive and provide additional value. (See Table 5.3 for the evidence.) 

Table 5.3 

1 
- -  

SHI B: Ro you think this Setttemcnt Week I %.4%7%7, 
Uncomplimted mediation provided n simple way to (n=36 1)  

handle cases? 

Mediation Procedure Evidence 

Do you think lh is  Settlement Week 59.3% 72.9 
mdialion wad money in tbis -7 I (n258) 1 (11-37) 

Hypothais 

SH1k 
Fair 
(sample si7x) 

Source 

Ih you think Scttlcment Week was 
fair? 

Wem you srttisfied that this Settlement 
Week was confidential? 

SHlC: 
Noncoercive 

Did you fetl any pmsure 1D .chicve 
any &in outmmc during [his 
SettItmenl W e k  mdiahm? 

Overall Yer 

98.9% 
(n=362) 

98.6% 
(n=366) 

Do you think this Settlemenl Wak 
mediation wved time in this ~ k ~ t 7  

War your prkipallon in this 
Satltment Week v o l u n h y ~  

SHlD: 
Additional Vdue 

P %* 

98.0 
(n=88) 

97.8 
(n=W) 

14.6% 
(n-355) 

Did lhis Senlemmt mediation provc 69.8% 74.4 
ustful in the dispositron of your csac? 1 (n111)  1 (1~11) 
Did this Stttlemcnt Week mediation 
t n ~ b l c  you to gain more infarmation 
&out your mu? 

57.6% 
(n=262) 

88.6Yo 
(n=350) 

16.9 
(n=14) 

Did thia Sdtlemcnt Woek d i n t i o n  
help foster better relations betwen 
the parties? 

66.1 
( ~ 3 8 )  

95.0 
(n=76) 

66.7% 
(n=360) 

70.2 
(n=59) 

 laint in tiff, PA-Plaintiff Attorney, D=Defendant, and DA=Defendant Attorney. 

48.7% 
(n=333) 

45.1 
(n=37) 



As indicated by the table and the narrative responses, mast of the participants thought the 

procedures were fair (98.9%) and were satisfied that their mediation was confidential (98.6). 

Unfair responses were based on reports that the other party did not want to settle and that the 

settlement amounts were too high or did not cover all the costs. (See Appendix G for narrative 

responses.) 

The respondents also perceived the procedures as uncomplicated (96.4%). Participants 

thought the process was complicated when their case did not settle, when they thought the case 

should not have been mediated, and when they thought the case was complicated. Almost 60% 

indicated the process saved time and money. The time estimates varied from 1 hour to several 

years, and the cost estimates from $300 to $40,000. Plaintiff attorneys were less likely to think 

the mediation saved money (35.3%) and defendants were less likely to think it saved time 

(38.9%). 

Further, nearly 90% of the participants claimed their mediation was voluntary, and only 

15% thought they were pressured to achieve an outcome. The p r i m q  response of parties not 

valuntarity participating wets that the mediation was required by court, or required by local rule. 

Additionally, 70% of the parties thought the mediation was useful to the disposition of their case, 

and 67% were able to gain information about their case. Defendants did not respond as favorably; 

only 55% thought it was useful. However, data also showed that the majority (52.9%) did not 

think the mediation helped foster relations between the parties. The reported values of 

mediation were that it dlowed parties to meet face to face, that it provided a forum to discuss 

issues, that it provided opportunity to discuss strengths and weaknesses of the parties' positions, 

and created an atmosphere of settlement. When the case did not scttle, the participants said the 



process helped them narrow the issues and move closer to settlement. Several participants stated 

the process was not useful because the case did not settle, and because some participants did not 

wish to settle or fully participate. 

Based on these responses, participants found Settlement Week's procedures to be fair, 

uncomplicated, nonwercive and to possess additional value. Therefore, the evidence shows that 

the program contains procedures that, according to the literature, should promote settlement. 



Mediator Skill 

The second working hypothesis stated that mediation programs used skilled mediators to 

promote settlement. The hypothesis also stated that mediators perceived as not needing 

additional education and having a high level of expertise promote settlement. (See Table 5.4 for 

evidence.) 

Table 5.4 
Mediator SkiB Evidence 

I 1 I 

Participants responded favorably to the volunteer mediators. The mean rating for the 

mediators was above average. (See Table 5.2). A large portion (93%) said they would 

recommend the mediator to someone else. While 69% of those surveyed indicated that it was 

necessary to educate the mediator, they also indicated that it was reasonably expected that they 

would have to do so, and that it only positively affected the outcome. Further, the participants 

stated the education process allowed the mediators to evaluate strengths and weaknesses of each 

case and to facilitate settlement. 

The parties were mixed on whether the mediator's expertise affected the outcome 

(48.2%). The majority of plaintiffs responded that it was a factor (64.1%). However, the 

narrative responses indicated that the level of expertise again was a positive factor for the 

outcomes. The responses suggested that mediators were knowledgeable, competent, and 

P *h 

M.6 
(n=53) 

64.1 
(n=SO) 

Hypothedr Sourre Overall Yer 

lh you think ir was necessary to have 
an attorney mediator for this use? 

SH2A 
Education 
(sample slzt) 

SWR: 
Expertlst 

85.1% 
(1~355) 

Was it necessary 10 educak thc 
mcdiator abut the facts ofthc case? 

Did tht mediator's level of expert~ae 
affect Lhc w m e  of the mediation? 

83.5 
(ne7 1 ) 

-- 
68.5% 

(n=343) 

48.2% 
(n=332) 



experienced. Participants reported that the mediator's were useful in facilitating settlement or 

moving the parties closer to settlement. Further, 85% of the participants thought it was 

necessary to have an attorney to mediate. These responses did not indicate, however, whether 

the participants viewed attorneys as having higher levels of expertise as non-attorney mediators. 

The findings provide mixed support for the hypotheses. The responses indicate that the 

program uses mediator's that are perceived as needing education, but the narrative responses 

indicated this was not a factor in the outcome. The level of expertise also did not affect the 

outcome. The responses were favorable in that they purported that the education process and the 

level of expertise were a positive factor in the mediation even though they did not directly affect 

the outcome. 



Case Profile 

The hypothesis stated that effective mediation programs use case profiles to determine if a 

case is appropriate for settlement. Further the subhypotheses claimed that the participant 

perceptions provide case profiles to determine suitable cases for mediation as well as the timing 

for mediation, and that the profiles used by the program indicate which cases may be suitable for 

settlement. (See Table 5 . 5  for the evidence for the first two hypotheses.) 

Table 5.5 

SH3A: Suitable 
Cmes 
( m p l t  size) 

SH3B: Timing 

Case Profile Evidence 
I 

Sourct Overall Yes 
1 

Do you think lhis case was appropriate I 87.0% 
for mediation? (~362) 

Did p u  cxpect this cage to acttle? 57.0% 
(n=352) 

If t h i ~  Settlement Week mediation had 
not been conducted, do you think L e  69.2% 
result would have bten the m e 7  

Was this the first d m c n t  nttempt? 5 1 . t %  
(11-374) 

If this mediation had baen conducted 
earlier, do you think the mull would 7Q.7% 
have the same? (n =32 8) 

The participants' perceptions were not indicative of the settlement rate. Most responded 

that their case was appropriate for mediation (87%), and the majority expected their case to settle 

(57%). Defendants were less likely to think it was appropriate (74.5%). If  there had been no 

mediation, 6% stated the result would have been the same. Those reporting that it would not 

have been the same stated that the different result would have been going to trial. 

The results were divided on first settlement attempts. Only 5 1% had attempted to settle 

before Settlement Week. And, 7 1 % of the clients in Settlement Week reported that the results 

would have been the same if the mediation had been conducted earlier. Those that did not agree 

57 



stated they had more information than before, they had a new cause of action or they were in a 

better position to assess their case than they would have been if they had participated in mediation 

earlier. 

The program profiIe established that of the cases presented at Settlement Week, 65 .3  

percent (n=340) were personal injury (both auto and other), and 36.4 percent (n=294) 

participated in Settlement Week to comply with the standing order to mediate. The demands 

ranged from $10-50,000 (57%, n=358), and of the 76 percent receiving offers, 65.2 percent were 

estimated at $1-10,000 (n=264). Most of the cases were over two years old (53%, n=341). 

Based on participant responses about their expectations of the case and the timing, the 

evidence indicates that the participants thought the cases would settle. According to the 

literature, case profiles aid in determining suitable cases for settlement. However, the program's 

case profile indicated a problem area. The case profile allowed for a high percentage of personal 

injury cases as compared to the other types of cases that could be represented in Settlement 

Week. (See Table 5 .1  for listing of possible cases.) Further, the profile showed that there was a 

disparity in demands to offers, that the age of the case was more than two years, and that there 

was a high percentage of people using Settlement Week to comply with the standing order to 

mediate. Programs must have sufficient case profiles to screen out cases that may not be 

appropriate for mediation or ripe for settlement. Based on the evidence presented, the program's 

profile system may not be adequate to establish which cases are suitable for settlement. 



Participant Invokemen t 

The hypothesis stated that effective mediation programs contain elements of participant 

involvement to promote settlement was not supported by the evidence. Also, participation that 

was voluntary and involved preparation was claimed to promote settlement. (See Table 5.6 for 

evidence.) 

Table 5.6 

SH4A: Voluntary 

Participant Involvcmtn t Evidence 
1 I I I I I I 

WM your participation in St#lemcnt 88.60% 95.0 95.5 80.4 90.9 
Week voluntary7 ( ~ 3 5 0 )  (n=76) (n=63) (n=37) (n=W) 

Did you p r e p  fw h i s  mediation? 89,6V0 85.7 98.5 65 -9 98.0 
(11-352) (n=72) (n-66) (n=29) (n-95) 

Of those surveyed, nearly 90% participated voluntsrily and were prepared for the 

mediation. Only 66% of the defendants reported that they prepared for the mediation. The 

narrative responses that indicate problems with the participant claim at least one side was not 

prepared or willing to participate in red settlement negotiations. These findings indicate that the 

p r o w  contained elements of participant involvement that was both voluntary and prepared. 



ADR Method 

This hypothesis proposed that effective mediation programs contain choices of ADR 

method to rnediation to promote settlement. Currently, Settlement Week only offers mediation 

sessions. One of concerns the sponsors express4 was that Settlement Week should provide a 

choice. (see Table 5.7 for evidence.) 

Table 5.7 

The program does not offer choices, but 8 1 % indicated they would not have preferred 

one, and 80% A d  mediation was the best choice for the case. More plaintiff attorneys thought it 

was the best choice (95.5%). Almost all of the respondents would recommend the mediation 

process to someone else (98.8%). Therefore, based on the responses, the participants to do not 

perceive choice as necessary. Those who would have taken other options to Settlement Week 

claimed that they would have paid a private mediator (43%, n=293), and the majority of 

respondents who would have chosen another method did not choose another ADR tool, but 

instead stated they would have gone to trial (72.9%, n=262). 

ADR Method Evidence 

Hypotberh 

SIISA: ADR 
Mothod 
(ample size) 

Soum 

Would you have c choice 
among othw ADR methods7 

Do you think rncdiatim wae the 
beat chwct for this cmc? 

OverallYcr 

18.8% 
(n-298) 

79.6 
(n=338) 

P% 

19.4 
(n=13) 

88.9 
(n-72) 

PA % 

7.7 
(n=13) 

95.5 
(n-63) 

D% 

16.5 
(n-4) 

64.9 
(n=24) 

D A X  

16.5 
(n=IS) 

75.8 
(n=72) 



Stated Goals 

This category hypothesized that effective mediation programs should have stated goals. 

The evidence reveals that when the program began in 1989, the purpose was to educate the public 

about mediation and its process because it was a relatively new form of formal dispute resolution. 

Now, mediation is no longer a new process, but the program has not changed its purpose. At this 

time, Settlement Week has no f o d  goals. The Standing Order indicates that ADR is used "to 

promote the resolution of cases prior to trial through the use of alternative dispute processes, to 

test the effectiveness of ADR in helping parties reach an acceptable settlement of their disputes, 

and to reduce the backlog of cases on the docket."'% The Information Sheet refers to Settlement 

Week's past successes with settling c~18es.l~' The Information Sheet also states that mediation can 

help the parties achieve a "quicker resolution of [their] case" and can "avoid the substantial costs 

of continuing litigati~n."'~ These goals have not been incorporated formally into the Settlement 

Week program. 

In order to determine if the program is effective, goals have to be established. 

Determining the focus of the program, whether it be promoting senlement or some other 

objective is parmount to determining whether the program is effwtive. Accurding to the 

literature, cost reduction and reduction of caseload are just some of the stated program goals. 

One program in St. Louis gods indicate ADR is used: "a) to provide a vehicle to assist parties to 

resolve disputes themselves; b) to increase client satishction with the dispute resolution process; 

'%Standing Order, 1. 

'971nformation Sheet, 1. 

?bid, 4. 



c) to reduce the rate of contested litigation and relitigation; and d) to increase the involvement of 

parties in the resolution of their  dispute^."'^^ In this case, the evidence does not indicate the 

program has taken steps to formalize Settlement Week's objectives. 

Concerns with Findings 

Because the sample may not be representative, the findings may be unresponsive and 

limited only to this Settlement Week. Further, these findings we not necessarily indicative of all 

ADR programs. The evidence collected showed that the some of the categories may have had 

unusually high response rates, thus skewing the results. In this study, the results indicated that 

the program contained the majority of the elements from the hypotheses, and only a few areas 

were denoted as problem areas. Table 5.8 illustrates these conclusions. Addressing those areas 

outside the framework should enable Settlement Week sponsors to improve their program. 

'Weborah A. Ledgerwood, "Family Mediation in St. Louis County: Steeled Against the 
CriticsTI Journal of the MisFissippi Bar 52 (NovemberlDecembtr 1 996): 3 5 1 -3 5 5 ,  3 52. 



Table 5.8 
Support for Hypotheses 

The following chapter details recommendations for the program based on these findings, 

presents explanations for the lack of support for the hypothesis, discusses the limitations of the 

study, and presents future research opportunities. 

CaWor~  

mediation p d u r e  

mediator skill 

c~ profile 

participant involvement 

ADR method 

stated goals 

Hypothcrb 

6 H I A  fair 
WSH I B uncomplicated 
-SH I C noncwrcive 
aSH I D additional value 

mSH2A education 
GH2B cxpertioe 

6 H 3 A  rujtabk c u m  
*SH3B timhg 
4H3C prglrlm profile 

4H4A voiuatnq 
-SH4B preparation 

GHSA alternative choice 

*WH6 statedgoah 

SUPP- 

*Strong 
*Strong 
-Strong 
.Strong 

*Mi xed 
*Mured 

*Strong 
+Strong 
-Weak 

*Strong 
*Strong 

None 

None 



Chapter Six 

Summary and Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to provide an overview of ADR, to describe a practical 

ideal type for ADR programs, and to assess Settlement Week program using the ideai type. In 

completing these tasks, the researcher attempted to add to the field of study by designing a model 

for ADR program evaluations. However, the usefulness of the ideal type for other programs is 

still not known. The study's objective was also to d e t d e  if Settlement Week was working, 

and if it was not, why. The data indicated that the settlement rate dropped, but the findings 

indicated that the Settlement Week contains elements that literature suggest4 would make it a 

succtssful program. But is the program working? Information from sources outside the scope of 

the evidence collected may be necessary to interpret the findings and to answer this question. 

Explrmnrtion of Findings 

Settlement Week sponsors posed several questions for this evaluation. The sponsors were 

concerned about the procedures used during Settlement Week, the quality of the volunteer 

mediators, their screening process, the level of participant involvement, and the necessity for 

choice between ADR methods. These concerns are addressed in the findings. 

Based on the working hypotheses, Settlement ots designed was perceived as fair, 

uncomplicated, noncoercive, and providing alternative value. The mediator's were thought of as 

requiring only nassary education about the case, and their level of expertise did not negatively 

affect the outcome. The participants used the program votuntarily and were preparsd. The 

literature indicated that these elements were n e s q  for successfuI programs. But, the 



settlement rate for this program dropped. Using the current definition of success, Settlement 

Week is not considered a successful program. 

The findings also indicated that the type of cases that are found in Settlement Week are 

predorninmtly personal injury cases, at Ileast two years old, and that participants are using 

Settlement Week to comply with the standing order to mediate. This is one of the main areas of 

concern for the program. The literature emphasized that determining suitable cases amenable to 

settlement wold allow for a better allocation of resources. Clearly, Settlement Week has a high 

percentage of persod injury cases, which rnay not be suitable for settlement because of liability 

disputes or difficulty in dealing with insurance companies. If patrons are only using Settlement 

Week to comply with the standing order, the resources are not being allocated for other users 

(e.g, those persons using the program because they can not afford a private mediator). 

The program also does not provide a choice in method. The participants in this study did 

not deem choice necesstuy. If mediation was not to be used, the participants would have simply 

gone to trial. The value of Settlement Week, as denoted by those surveyed, is that it provides an 

opportunity to meet the opposing party, sometimes for the first time, to exchange positions, and 

to narrow the issues, and if the case does not settle, it brings parties closer to settlement. 

Further, if used correctly, it provides a forum for those who can not afford other ADR methods. 

These dternative values may indicate that the program is more successfbl than evidenced by the 

settlement rate, but that changes may be needed. 

Recommendations 

Using the evidence collected, the literature and the conceptual framework as a guide, this 



study has several recommendations for change. Table 6.1 presents changes, along with 

justifications, necessary to make Settlement Week more effective. 

Table 6.1 

Category 

Case Pmfik 

Participant Inwlvemtnt 7 

ADR Method I 
- 

Stated Goals r 

Rtcommcnded Program Modifications 
I I 

No changes n e c a m y  with procedures. 
Work on improving defendant 
ptrception of Settlement Week. 

Change 

Data indicated the pr&urcs wm 
satisfactory. However, defendants did 
not think it was as useful or save time as 
mrnpad to her pmbcipants. 

Rea~on 

Data indicated that partrcipants were 
satisfied with mediators. 

I I 

1 ) Screcn c a m  a0 that personal injury 
casts wilt not metitutc the majority af 
c a m  in M c m e n t  Wmk. 

2) Allwte the ptrcentage of cases for 
Wement b u d  on need (50%) and 
op~n  wkcticm process (SO?/.). 

1 ) Adequate screening proma allows for 
more clses that sre amenable to 
d e m e n t  to be reprca~nted. Personal 
injury cas~s may be less likely to d e  
than other cases. 

2)  Allow allocation of resources to thm 
that use settlement week btcaurrt they 
cannot afford ADR, and thus it gives 
value to community. Further, it may 
avoid tickci punchinp by ginng the 
opportunity for meaningful rncipaurn 
instead of just to camply with ihe order. 

(3) Again, dtfmdrnls -re b likely to 
think thai mdi*tion was appropriate for I their CAK 

I 

A d d m  participant involvement of 
defendants.. 

Data indicated that almost all p k i p n n t s  
were preparing for w, but defendants 
rcpwtGd a lowcr rate. It may k 
ncccssary o study if defendants arc 
parhcipating in Settlement Week only 
because plaintiff qucgtcd the 
mediation, or if they believe that 
mediation i s  helpful in icaching an 

Adopt objectives. 

Data indicated that partrcipanb did nd 
desire a choice. 

Addrm other values of program. 
Werncnt rate may not be gmd 
indicatDr of value. Use goals like t h w  
found in tfit St. Louis program. 



Further Study 

Many of the hypotheses were supported by the evidence, thus the study provided the 

information necessary for the suggested changes. Further, the ideal type was usefbl in providing 

a benchmark for Settlement Week, although its value in other areas is still unknown. Because this 

study did not fulfill all its objectives, additional study is recommended 

First, the ideal type has not been tested sufficiently to determine its value as an evaluation 

tool since this study may have had an unrepresentative sample. Second, the study must address 

what makes a program success£bl is still questionable. Using program goals may assist with this 

definition. Finally, if changes are made based on recommendations, a follow up study is necessary 

to assess their impact. 

Settlement Week may be more effective than the sample responses indicate. However, it 

is not working towards my f o d  goal or objective other than achieving higher settlement rates. 

At this time, eliminating the program is not recommended because the participants stated that it 

was useful in many ways. Looking at the program in terms of these additional values will r e v d  

the vdue to the community and the loss that will be effected if the program is discontinued. The 

most important recommendation is that the sponsors decide why the program is used and what it 

is supposed to accomplish. Without these stated objectives, the true value of the program can 

not be ascertained. 
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Inttrview with Sydni McGahan August f 1,1997 
When is Settlement Week? 
-twice a year, September and March 

Process: 
-send out information sheets to all members of the bar in Travis County 
-get information back and screen cases 
-set up calendar 
-schedule volunteers 
-about 200 slots per settlement week 

Any other studies: 
-no 

Coals: 
d u c a k  Travis County about ADR and its u s e h h s  
-is th~s still necessary 
-for local rules 

Evaluate according to goals: Survey, data analysis 
-problems with dropping d e m e a t  rate 
-how it is changed, more "dog" cases 
-lots of inswance ases 
-lots of ticket punching to fill standing order to mediate 

Access to recordslstats 
docket 
relitigation (trial Qe novo) 
costs 
time involved (duposition) 

What Id to this program? History? 
-1989 
-to fill requirements for ADR 
-to teach about ADR 
-standmg order to mediate in 1995, then settlement ram dropped 
-now questioning to keep it, change it, forget it, add options 

If cases come from mediation is there a difftrtnct in trial 
-standmg order to d a t e  on all 

How do they learn about proms? 
-packets sent out 
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omct o f  dl2 nismct J U ~ S ~ S  

OEce of d x  Counry Judges 
PO Box 1718 
Ausiin, Texas 75767 

RE: Settlement Week, SEPTEMBER 22-26. Your response is requested no later 
than 430  PM an FRIDAY, JULY 26,1497. 

Oear Member of the Bar 

The previous Settlement Weeks in Travis County have been a great success, with 
over 70% of nearly 5800 cases submitted having been settled, either in whole or in part. 
As requlred by statute, (Chapter 155, fex. Civ. Prac. & R m .  Code), we have two 
Settlement Weeks per year. During Settlement Week, attorneys in selected cases a n  
ordered to appear with their clients and representatives with full aulhorify to settle and to 
conduct negotiations in the presence of a court-appo~nted mediator. Failure to comply 
fully with the mediation order, including the prssenca of all parties with futl 
settlement authority, may result in Court Ordered Sanctions against counsel. 
These sanctions may include appearfhg before the duty judge that day. We are 
enclosing an information sheet which we hope you will share wrth your clients explaining 
more abut the mediation process. 

FAILURE TO COMPLY STRICTLY WITH THE SUBMISSION PROCEDURES 
MAY RESULT IN YOUR CASE HOT BEING SET FOR MEDIATION. THESE 
PROCEDURES ARE LISTED ON THE SUBMISSION SHEET. 

The ADR Cdardinator will prepare and send ta the submitting attarney the Order 
of Referrad to Mediation. lMMEDlA TELY upon receipt of a conformed copy of the O d e r  
of Refeml to Mediation, the submitting altome y shall provide a copy of the same to ail 
partfes. 

The District and Caunty Court Judges of Travis County strongly encourage, as an 
. aid to the rnedhtbn, #at partfclpatfng attorneys exchange settlement demands and 
'responses Hnthin a reasonab4e time before the Ume of the Mediation Conference. 

Attorneys may be contacted by the mediafor assigned to h e  case, at that time the 
mediator may request a position paper outlining the issues in tho case. All attorneys are 
required to submii the position paper to the mediator as directed. You need only prepare a 
position paper of one is requested. 

If you have any specific question concerning otrr next Settlement Week, please 
contact the ADR Office at 473-9366. me Settlement Week Committee and the distnct 
and county cdurt judges thank you far your parlicipation. 

Very truly yours, 

Joseph H. Hati 
Judge, 126th Judicial District Court 
Local Administrative Judge 

J . David Phillips 
Judge, County Court at Law # I  
Local Administmtive Judge 



SEfTLEMENT WEEK SUBMISSION SHEET 
MUST BE RETURNED 8 Y  4 3 0  PM on FRIDAY, JULY 26,1397 

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY! Changes have been made to the submission sheet. 
Failure to cam ply strictly with these submission procedures may result in your 
case n d  being set fer mediatian. 

1. Obtain agreement by at1 parties to submit case or set a hearing. 
2. Obtain three altematjve tlrnes during Settlement Week which are auraeeble to all 
attorneys, parties and authorized insurance representatives. 
3.  Complete all areas of the Submission Sheel. Faibre to do so may result in your case 
being rejected. 
Mail to: Sydni McGahan, Travis County ADR Manager, PO BOX 1 748, Austin, TX 78767 - 
OR Deliver to: Sydni McGahan, Travis County ADR Manager. Travis County 
Courthouse, 1000 Guadalupe, Rmm 307. (Do not mail to this address, I dl not receive 
it.) 0 R: Fax to: 5 ydni McGahan at (51 2) 708-4484 or (5 1 2) 7-552 or (5 12) 473-9332 

Cause Number: District or Cow* Cwrt Number: 
FUN Sryle d Case: 

Ust mmes of all pades and attorneys who will be artendlng actual medladon sesslon. Amch 
sdd&on*l pages H needed 
Client Name: Client Name: 
Pkfffet Atty: - DeflResp Atty: . 
Address: Address: 
zip: - Up: - 

Phone#: Phone#: 
Fax#: Fax #: 

Adjuster 

'7 NOTE: It will no longer be aceoptable lor partias to appoar by phone. Everyone mu* be 
present during the mediation, this includes attorneyr, clients and insurance reprfsenmtlves, 

Name of person and phone number to contact with questions regarding 
submission: 

PLEASE MARK T H E ' F O L L M G  SPIXIAL REQUESTS TO WHICH ALL PARTIES HAVE AGREED 
An aUumey madiatm will be assigned to your a e  unless yw muest otherwise. Would you prefer 

a non-attomey medi- 
Oa you m a n f  to an atawver anending rpur mediation? (An o b s m  is a -ram seekng 

addrtKKlal mediation experimce. but who will not panimpate n the mediation unless lnvlted to do so by the 
mediator and the parti#.) 

.- - Oo rw request m-mediation? (A team may consis: d any combination of Attorney-Mediatars 
andlor Non-Attorney Mediators, all d vrhom w i H  have ampletea at kasf a 40 hour wsie mediatbn training 
coursl?.) 

If a r e  cvalwatalion is awlable w u M  you prefer your case be set for case evaluation before a Visitiq 
Judge7 

Da i r o ~  need a Spanish speaking mediator? You are responsrbte for getting your m n  interpreters 



Please indicate at least three alternative times for the Mediation Session which are 
agreeable to all attorneys, parties and authorized insurznce representatives; Mark 1 st, 
2nd, and 3rd choices. 

Mon.. Sept. 22. 1997 8:30-11.30 f2:OO-3:QO 3:30-6:30 

Tues., Sept 23. 1997 8130-11:30 12:QO-3100 3906 -30 

Wed., Sept 24,1997 8:30-1 1 :30 12.00-3:oo 3:30-6130 

Thurs., ~ e p t .  25. 1997 8.30-1 1 :30 f 2:OO-3'00 3:306:30 
Fi.. Sept. 26, 1997 8:30-11:30 12'00-3'00 3-3at-30 

Date this suit was led: 
Have all es~ent-Ja1 parties appeared and answered? 
If not expCin: 
Is any party in bankuptcP If so, has h a  stay been lied Sy the banwptci a n .  
permitting thk case to pnx;ttd to mediation? . 
DISCOVERY: campletc - in prwms not started 
SEITEMENT NEGOTIATIONS: (check the appropriate space and p d e  the latest oflw and 
demand if negochdons have been initiated.) 

Negotiations innlated: hst Mer last demand 

No negoaWns 
Approwmate amount of Mirn S 

PLEASE CHECK THE ONE CATEGORY WHICH BEST OESCRIES THIS CASE: 
- Bad Faith - Breach at Warranty - Colleahn - ~t~ - Contract Ikspute - DfPA - E m w s  Rights - Family Law - Fombure - L+ Malpracth - Medieal Malpraetlce - Produas liability - Pmorwl lnjwy (auto) - Pefsml Injury (other] - PropertVOamage - Real Estate - Surt on m e  - Warkeh Cwnp. 
- 0 t h ~  (@ease swrVl 

- PLEASE CHECK ANY OF M E  FOLLOWING CIRCUMSTANCES THAT OESCR18E WIS CASE: 
- Requires statutory constnrctkn 
- I ~ ~ n t a l p d l c y  
- highly tech- or sci- questims 

- Multiple p&!nm or d m  (ME than 3 ol !f multiple pardes, do you fed chle case 
is appropriste for dh  wth a 3 hour time limit3 

- By submr#ing a a r m ,  the submitting attorney codfie$ to the wit that m e %  eoncur with three 
~ I temUw d w  and a a w  to submrttlna Uw case fw m@-t Week IMMEgIATELY 
U W N  RECEIPT OF A CONFORMED COPY OF THE ORDER OF REFERRAL TO MECIAnON, WE 
SU8MllllNG ATTORNEY SHALL PROVIDE A COPY OF SAME TO ALL PARTIES. 

Submitted by: (Please Pnntl 

Signature. 

If you would IIka b maka a volunBry contributfon of S25.00 par side per case to cover the extra 
costs of Settlement Weck please makt check paylbte to the m V I S  COUNTY BAR ASSOClAnON, 
Beferencc Settlement W e b .  Mail Your check to Sydni McGahan, P 0 Box 1748, AuPtin Ttxas 
78767. 



~ W A T  PARTIES 3EED TO w o w  ABOUT SETTLEMEYT WEEK 

WHAT IS "SElTLEMENT WEEK"? 
Twice each year, a one week period b set aside to allow parties in lawsuits in Travis 
County the opportunity to make a concentrated effort to settle their cases wlth the aici of a 
trained, neutral mediator. 

WHO ORGANIZES SEITLEMENT WEEK? 
The Travis County ADR Coordinator's Office organizes Settlement Week. Settlement 
Week is a public sewice project of the fmvis County District and County Judges, the 
Travis County Bar Assmiation and the Dispute Resolution Center. 

HAVE PAST SETTLEMENT WEEKS 8EEN SUCCESSFUL? 
Yes, very much so. Of nearly 5800 cases submitted during the previous Settlement 
Weeks in Travis County, over 70% were settled in whole or part. 

WHO DECIDES WHETHER A CASE IS MEDIATED IN SETTLEMENT WEEK? 
A n y  one of Vle attorneys representing a party in a case may set that case for mediation. 
Upon such request, a judge will order tfre parties and their attorneys to appar at the 
mediation. In the event agreement to mediate in Settlement Week cannot be obtained from 
all parties, a motion may be filed and a hearing set before a Judge. 

WHY SHOULD I WANT MY CASE MEDIATED? 
In a medfatlon, ra tk r  than a trial, you have greater control over the outcome of your case. 
The medktds  job is not to issue a decision, but to hefp the parties come up with solutions 
that will aid settlement. Often you can achieve a better result by agreemen1 than one that 
is imp& by a judge or jury. In addition, you can achieve a quicker resolution of your + 

case and avoid the substantial costs of continuing litigation. Unlike a trial, a mediation is a 
private, confidential prwedng. 

DOES IT COST ME ANYTHING TO HAVE MY CASE MEDIATED? 
There is no fee for the mediation. The mediators donate their seMces free of charge. 
Your mn attorney's fee MA vary depending upon what your attorney charges for 
preparation and representation at the mediatlm. However, we do accept vaiuntaw 
contri butlons to oover the extra costs of Settlement Week of 826.00 per side per 
ease. The submitting attorney shall notw each paQ or his or her attorney of this. If you 
want to make a wbntary contribution, make check payable to TRAVIS COUNrY 8AR 
ASSOCIATION, N. You may attach the check to the 
submission sheet or mail to Sydni McGahan, Travis County ADR Coordinator, PO 80X 
1740, Austin, 7X 78767. 

HOW LONG DOES A MEDIATION LAST? 
The time allotted is three hours per case. Because of space constraints, the Committee 
cannot let you go over this limit in the room to which you have been assigned. However, if 
your dlsctrssion is going well after the time allattd, you can arrange to continue the 



mediation elsewhere, either right then or later You may alsa check wth the information 
table on the first flax of the Caurthouse to inquire if other rooms are available. 

WHO IS THE MEDIATOR? 
Trained medlaturs who meet minimum qualifications valunteer during Settlement Week to 
facilitate discussions between the partjes that might lead to settlement of the case. The 
mediator is a neutral person whose rok  is to help the parties come to their own agreement. 

DOES T H E  MEDIATOR KNOWTHE ATTORNEYS IN MY CASE OR MIGHT HE OR 
SHE HAVE A CONFLICT OF INTEREST? 
When voiunteers sign up to mediate a particular case, they are told to avoid any case 
wherein their associatian with another attorney or a party may create a bias in favor of 
either side; hawever it will nat be unusual for a mediator to be acquainted with one or more 
of the attorneys in the case. Ordinarily, this should not present a problem. If you are 
wrried about the possibility of a conflkt of interest or bias on the part of the mediator, A 

discuss it with your attorney. The Settlement Week Coordinator can assist with such 
pr~blems either before the scheduied mediation or at the Courthouse. 

WHAT HAPPENS DURING THE MEDIATION? 
the mediation process is a flexible one; Vie parties and the mediator can agree on any 
ground rules that will aid the parties in exploring the issues and resolving the dispute. 
Typically, aner introductions, each side will briefly explain their case. The mediator will ask 
questions of the attorneys or the parties in order to determine what each side hopes to gain 
in a settlement, and dlscusshs MA focus on varfous pasitIdns for bringlng about an 
agreement. ,The medlator may use a technique call& "caucusingm in which each side is 
consulted privately. Everything you teP the mediator in a caucus is confidential unless you 
authorize the mediator to disclose a specific offer or other information to the other side. 

WHAT HAPFf NS IF WE SETTLE THE CASE? 
. Tbe medlator will M p  you prepare a Settlement Agreement memo which describes the 
specif~c terms of the agreement that the parties have reached. fhs parties' attorneys will 
follow through with the Court in whatever way is necessary. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF WE DON'T SETTLE THE CASE? 
Your case will still be pending on the court's docket. Of course, you will have other 
opportunities before trial to engage in further settlement negotiations or to use other 
dispute resolution techniques such as private mediation or arbitration. Ywr attwney can 
expiain these to you. 

WHAT DQ I NEE0 TO DO TO Q€T READY FOR MEDIATION? 
If the medlatu requesh. attorneys should prepare a pwm p a w  iO be sumlued to the inediatar 
assigned to the am. YOU s b l d  think sefbusly abut rpur ease: its uu ts ,  its strengths and weaknesses, 
and what your goab are in continuing or canduding the libgation. It mw k helpful !o -you if you spend 
$ o m  M e  dismssmg rn issues W(h y w r  ammcy M b r e  m* mediation. the mcsr impartant  thin^ is to go 
into the m e s s  vnM an open m~nd and mtm sdttuQe. 



SETTLEMENT WEEK 
MEDIATOR APPLICATION FORM 

ADDRESS: 

U P  CODE: 

PHONE: FAX: 

QUALIFICATIONS: ALL R3E FUUOwING W C R  APPLY TO YOV) 

Attorney Zrie13iarm Nou-Attorney Mediator 

f i v e t r a d s 4 0 - h w t m e d i a t i o n e a i n i n g a n d & w d a t d ~ S ~ o a s c ~ ~ o o w n .  

S t m d  s~ a lead mediator at Satlcment Week ia pm y m .  

Ham had a #-hour mediation mhbg and have mediated 5 5u  on my o m  

I w d  like to o b s w t  or@. 

MEDIATION FORMAT PREFERENCE: (CTECXALLTHE FO[;LOWOJCIWH APPLY TO YOU) 

Madiate on my own 

C*m&. (A e r  is a penon who has completed at least a #hour basic 
mediation training come and has actively m&td -.) 

I do not wish b have an observer present. (AI o b s w u  is a pe rm seehg 
additional mtdiarioa qerience, but who will notpanicpate in the mediation unless 
invited to do so by the &or end tbe p m i u . )  

RETURN BY Jdy 25,1997 TO: Sydni McGahan 
Tmvis County ADR Coordinator 
PO Box 1748, Rm.: 307 
Austin, Texas 78767 



EXHIBIT "A" 

SETIZEMENT WEEK PROCEDURE 

I. Patticipation in the Confetenee. 
a) The parties, their insurance representatives (if any) and their attorneys are required by this 

Order to attend and participate in the mediation. 

b) la the case of tbe particb who are not individuals, an authorized representative of the party with 
full authority to make a binding deEision regarding settlement is required to attend. 

c Partics -red by insurance also are required to have p l a n t  an authorized representative of 
tbc insurance carrier with full autbority to make a bmdrng decision rtgarding settlement. 

d) If the insurma representative with Euil authority to settle is l a c e d  more than 200 m i l s  from 
Travis County, a local repmeatathe of the hurancc carrier wilb limited authority to settle may 
a p p  at the Settlement W d  conferen- provided that the person with full authority to settle 
thc matter is readily adable  by telephone during the catkc time of the conferen=. 

c) FUU AUTHORITY mcms authority to makc a binding d e m e n t  in mufomity with the 
good faith evaluation of the case. 

r) The adud pa& to the litigation are expected to be active participants in the proctss, and 
mediators may interact with the litigants and insurance representatives directly. 

2 Role or tbc Mediator. 
a) The mediation COnfercll~~ will bt mnducted before a mediator who will preside over the 

d e m c n t  ne~otiations. 

b) Mmihtors will d k w i  and identify the kucs with the Mapants. There wiU be no formal 
presentations of cvidenct. Wit- will nor bc called. W i t s  a& not be offered; hclwmcr, 
attorneys are adviwd tbat they may bring any matmi& that thcy dttm helpful to the 
negotiations. The use of such materials will not create issues of admissibility. 

c) At m e  pint during the mediation, the mdiator may meet separately with each goup of 
litigants. 

d) Mediators will not mslce any n h p  on the merib of the case. Their funation will be to 
fadhtc negotiations be- the partits. 

3. Eacb mediation wnfcreacc will be schcdulcd for three hours. If the participants wish to continue their 
negotiations btpad chid p h d ,  they may do so if dl parties, attom- and the mediator a g r ~  to the 
continuation. Mediations that d the prtscribed time period will nsed to mow to a new h t i o a .  
The mediator may cbeck with the ADR Coordinator for avnilabb space, s h e  all courtrooms will be 
ddulcd for mediation aonferenoes throughout the b y .  

4. Tbc partits will k tncouragcd to r d u s  their agrccmtnts to writing at thc concluaioa of the mcdiatioa. 
Fmm will be available lor this pwpow. # be 

5. AU participants in the m a d i n  will camplet valuation forms at the conclusion of each amferencc. 99 
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T U V I S  COUNTY DISTRICT CLEM ' S 

FILE Nb. 121,012 

IN THE DISTRICT m T S  OF 

TRAVf S COUNTY, TEXAS 

In order to  prawte the resolution of cases prior to tr ia l  

throuqh the use of alternative dispute resolution proces~es, to  

t e s t  the effectiveness of ADR in helping patties reach an 

acceptable settlement of their disputes, and to reduce the 

backlog of cases on the docket, the District Courts of Travis 

county, T w s  adopt the following plan. 

1. The s e t t i n g  of a case for trial on the merf ts on the 

jury docket or on the more than half day non- juty 

docket [Local Rule 2 . 4 ( % ) ?  autorrutically refers that 

case to pre- trial mediation, as provided in paragraph 

2 below. The setting of a case for trial does not, 

however, autmatically refer the case t o  pre-trial 

mediation in any of the following instances: - - - .-- - - 

a &  when c o w e l  for one or more of the parties f i l ea  

notice that the dispute was submitted to mediation 

or another ADR process prior to the date the 

setting was obtained. 

-.- b .  when a l l  parties to a case agree to another type 

of ADR procedure authorized by the Texas 

A 1  ternative Dispute Resolution Procedures Act, 

TeX,  Civ. Prac. c b, Code 5 154.001 et seq. 



c ,  When any party to a case f i les  a motion objecting 

to  the referral and the court hearing the motion 

finds that there l a  a reasonable basis for the 

objection. If the court' so finds, the court m y ,  

in i t s  discretion, cancel the automatic referral 

t o  mediation. If all. or most of the parties 

object t o  mediation, those objections will 'be 

weighed carefully, The court, however, may still 

require mediation i f  the judge determines that 

mediation is advisable In spite of the objections. 

The ADR Coordinator will carefully track all cases 

ref erred t o  mediation over obj ection and regularly 

report those statistics so that the judges can 

periodically assess the efficacy of referral to 

mediation over objection. 

d. The following types of cases are exempt from t h i s  

order: 1 Administrative appeals challenging an 

agency order or rule: and 2 )  Cases brought by the 

Department of Protective and Regulatory Services 
.. . .-- - 

&er the Family &de. & any exempt caee a party 

may still f i l e  a motion to refer the case t o  ADR. 

e. Parties in cases se t  before an associate judge 

shall comply with this order i f  the case would 

cane w i t h i n  the terms of this Order i f  the case 

were set before a district judge. 

2 .  Payment of the mediator shall be by agreement of the 

parties and the Failing agreement, the court 



shall set  a fee pursuant t D  Statute. f f  One or =re of 

the parties cannot afford the cost of mediation and the 

court finds a reasonable basis f o r  that objection, the  

court may refer the case to the ADR Coordinator with 

the instmction t o  assist the  parties in the selection 

of a mediator f ran the l i s t  of mediators or mediation 

centers, such as the Dispute Resolution Center. which 

have volunteered to  petfork mediations on r nminal  fee 

or pro bono basis. If the parties are unable t o  obtain 

a pro bono or nmlnal cost mediation they will report 

this fact to the ADR Cwrdioator and the court which 

heard the objection. 
rC 

3 .  The mediation or other ADR procedure should be' 

completed not  less tnan 45  days for a jury t r i a l ,  or I S  

days for a non-jury t r ia l ,  prior t o  the beginning of 

t r i a l .  Upon agreement of the parties or order of the 

court, the time for completion may be changed. Failure 

to comply with the time prescribed in this patagqaph 

m y  result in the care being moved to the bottom o f  the 

l i s t  of cases set- for the same date, as in &a1 Rule 

3 , 4 ,  'or may result in striking the setting or other 

approprin t e  order. 

d ,   he parties may taelect by agreeaent any mediator who i s  

on the l i s t  of mediators maintained by the ADR 

Coordinatorls office or who is otherwise qualified 

pursuant to the Texas Alternative Dispute Reaolutfon 

Procedures A c t ,  Tex.  Clv. Prac, r Elem. W e  § 154,001 
8 1 



et seq. If the parties do not agree on a mediator they 

mat either request the ADR Wrdinator to make a 

random selection of mediators f ram that list or request 

the court to assign a media tor.  

5 .  ~f ter a mediator is selected, the parties sha l l  present 

a proposed order setting out the mediator, the date, 

time; and place of the mediatiwr, and ahy special 

provisions such as those relating to  payment or 

authority, The parties shall comply w i t h  the Supreme 

Court order regarding judicial appointments and f ees  

and complete the required local 

C 6 .  The setting of a case and the corresponding referral to  
C 

pre-trial mediation or other ADR procedure does not 

automatically stay discovery under the T e x a s  Rules of 

C i v i l  Procedure. Upon agresment of the parties or 

order of the court after notice and heating, df scovery 

may be stayed. 

7 .  ~othing in this order preyents a case from being 

submitted to ADR a t  any time by the agreement of the - ,. - * .  . .  . . -- - .- 
parties, by notion of one of the parties purruant t o  

' 

 ex* Civ. Prac. t Rem. Code 5 154.001 et seg., or on 

the court's own motion. 

0.  When making an amamcement for either a jury setting 

or a more than one-half day setting during the 

announcement period as set out in mcal Rules 3.1 and 

3 2 t h e  attorneys representing a l l  parties shal l  

include in t h e i r  announcement of t i m e  a statement as to 
82 



whether or not mediation or another approved ADR 

procedure has been completed. 

9 .  within 5 days of the conclusion of the mediation, the 

mediator shall file a written report of the date that 

the mediation was held and whether or not t h e  case 

settled. The mediator. shall not indicate the terms of 

any . settlement or ' otherwise elaborate on the 

proceedings. 

10. A l l  notices, mtions and reports shall be filed w i t h  

the District Clerk,  with copies sent to the ADR 

Caordina tor. 

11. This order is effective from September 1, 1995 ,  and 

applies to all settings, whenever obtained, on or after 

January 1, 1 9 9 6 .  The b c a l  Administrative Judge shall 

appoint a conanittee of the bench and bar, i t s  

chair, t o  evaluate this experimental project for the 

purgose of considering whether to promulgate local 

rules for referral mediation. . The 

cormittee shall carefully follow the cases ref erred 
- .- 

under this &der and report Its recomnendations -by 

September 1, 1996. 



SIGNED this 2 d d a y  of August, 1995. 
C 

J O ~  DIET2 
Judge, 250th Distr 

t District Court 

&&?I== P. SCOI"P MCCOW 

Judqe, 167 th  is t r ic t  Court Judge, 345th District Court 
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APR Task Farce Concerns August 22,1997 
What is case screening criteria? 

Analysis of &is settlement Week 
-benchmark 
-questionnaire 

Purposes it serves 
-rndators 
-judges 
-parties 
-1itigators 
does it give vdue 

D w  it give value to county 
-case flow management? 
Parties resolve disputes 

Is it finished? What would be lost without settlement week? 

Fees 

Settlement Rates 

Disposition of cases? Ultimate goal? 

Attorney or non attorney? 

J. Htut suggests attracting cases with nmnhgfbl chance of resolution. 

Ticket punching? 
-is it standmg order 
-what needs to be changed 

Settlement Week typical of cases in Travis County? 
-standing order ukay? 

mediation only or other chiax? 

mahator quality 

avoid dog cases 
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Settlement Week Questionnaire 

Background 

I Cause Number: 

2. Mdiation Date: - - 

3. Briefly descnbe the nature of the dispute: 

Bad Faith - Breach of Wmmty - Collection - Construction Conlract Dispute 

- DTPA - Ernployct's Rights - Family t a w  - Foreclosure - Legal Malpractice 

- Meal Malpradice - Products Liability - Pasonal Injury (auto) - Persond Injq  (other) 

~D~ - RcalEstate - Suit on note - Wotker's Comp. 

- other. pl- specify 

4. Are you a: 

- Plaintiff - PlaintWs AHmey - Defmdmt - Defendant's Attomey 

- Claims Adjustor or Insurance R e p m t a t i v t  - Other 

5. When did action or cause arise? 

6. Was this the firat d e m e n t  atrcmpt? 

- Yes no 

7. k If no, when was the frrst dtmpt? 

b. What wttltlement t e c h -  did you we? 

8. Why did p c h m ~  to participate in Wmmt Week7 

- climt oould not sfford private mcdiatioa - to comply with stMdurg order to mediaie 

- ~ t t o m e Y ~ @ ~ ~  - mmmmendation frum participant 

~ w a s c a q t o ~  - o h ,  please alabornte 

9. Whal was the demand? 

- less than 1 0,000 - i'O,OOO-50,(XX, - SO,~-lOo,O00 _- Over lo0,000 

- other 



10 Was there an offer? 

- Yes - TM 
1 1. If yes, how much? 

- 1-10,000 - 10,000-50,000 - 50,QOo-100,000 - Over 100,aX) 

- No settlement - Nonmonetary, please describe 

Settlement Week Mediation 

1 2. How would you ratk thLs Settlement Week mediation? 

- Excellent - Above Average - Average - Below Average - Poor 

13. If you stlectai "average, M o w  average, or poor" was your answer b a d  on any of the v s e s  listed 

below?: (Pkm check all that apply.) 

- Mdation was mdudd tm early. 

- Mediation was conducted too late. 

- At least me party o p p d  lo the mdation &d not want to settle ttus case. 

- At leagt one party wes mdquately prepared. 

- All parties namxuy to the wgotiatim were not actuaUy in attendanc;e w r e d l y  available. 

- A party or v t a t i v e  with rdeqwk know1edge of the case was not in attendance or h l y  available. 

- Neither lead cwnsel not counseI with adepuate knowl~lge of the case was actually in &&dance. 

1 4. Do you think this Sealement Week mediation was fair? 

y e a  - no 
IS. If no, why not7 

16. Were you satisfied that this Settlement Week mediation was wnfidentiall 

- Yes - no 

17. Were you satisfied with your &mce during Sdanent Week'? 

- Yes - no 

18. Ifno,whynol'l 



Do you hlnk his Settlement Week mediation prov~ded a simple way to handle caues? 

- Yes - no 

If no, why not? 

Did this Settlement Week mdation prove usell in h e  disposition of your case? 

- Yes - no 

If yes. how? - 

Did this Settlement Week M a t i o n  enable you to gain more information on your case? 

- Ye= - no 
Did this Settlement Waek medration help foster bena relations between the parties? 

- Yes - no 

Do you h-k this Stdement Week mdation saved money in this case? 

If yes, how much? 

Do you think ths Settlement Week h a t i o n  saved time in this case? 

if- yes. how much? 

What part of this Settltlwnent Week mdatim was most d l  

What part of h s  Scctlcment Week mediation was l a s t  d 9  

Was your participation in this Settlement Week mediation voluntary7 

If no, p l w  expl~n 

Do yw think this w was appropriate for med~ation? 

y e s  - fWI 
If no. why not? 

Did you e x p t  this case to settle? 

- Yes - no 



Why or why nol? 

Did you feel any pressure to achieve a certain outcome during this Settlement Week diat ion '?  

- Ye - no 

If yes, from whom: 

- client - aumeY - mediator - judge - other, who? 

If this SetUement Week mahallon had not been conducted, do you thmk Lhe result would have been the same? 

- Ye= - no 

If no, why not? 

Ifthis &ation h d  baen oonductd mlier, do you think the result would have been the same? 

Yes - no 
if no, why not? 

Did you prepare €a this mdatim? 

y e s  - no 

If yes, &d thrs p r e p d o n  include: 

- d m m o n s  with attorneylclient tdkmg lo q p m g  perty/cmwl - reviewing case 

prepar ing  o p i n g  d w n e n t  o w ,  please clabarste 

Would you participate in r Wemeat  Week mtdhtion a&? 

- Yes - no 
If no. why nd? 

Would you mwmmad any chanp  for Ihe Wement Week mediations7 

- Y e s  - no 

If ycs, what changes wwrld you ~xwmend? 

Lf Settlemen1 Week mahations wert not avdable, whs! w d d  you have done with this -7 

- no mdatim p a i d  private &ator - reqimkd pro borw mediator 

- mediated at Dispute Resolution Center - ohm, please elaborate 



Mediator 

SO. How would you rate your mdator?  

- excellent - above average - average - below average Poor 

5 1 .  If you selected average, below average or poor, was your answer based on h e  mediator: 

(Please check all that apply ) 

- not appearing neukaYimpartia1 

- not having adequate howledge of the subjecl matter 

- no! having adequate knowledge of the mdation process 

- attempting lo impose his or her rn evaluation of the ax 

- not mating dl participants with respect 

- not having coniroi over the mediation 

- other, plew elaborate 

52. Did the mediator's level of expahse affect the outcome of the mediation? 

53. If so, how? 

54. Was it necessary to educate the mdntor about the facts of the -7 

- Y e s  - no 

55. If yes. l w ~  did h s  Prffect the outcome of the mation? 

56. Do you think it wss necessary to have an attorney rndator for this cast? 

_, Y=- - no 
57. Would you nmmmend thrs mediator to anyone e k ?  

- Y e s  - no 

58. Why or why not? 

.-- 



Dispute Resolution Method 

How woukI you rate med~ation as 8 &ml to resolve disputes? 

- excellent - above average average - below average - 

Do you think mediation WEZ the k t  choice for this case? 

- Ye no 

If you had not merllated, is it because yw would have: 

- settled - tried the case - used anather ADR method - other. explain 

Would you have prefexred a choice among other ADR methods? 

_, Yes - no 

What othcr methd would you choose? 

- arbitration (bmding) - arbitration (non-bmding) - mini-trials - negotiations 

- settlmcnt conferences - trial - other, please daborate 

MY? 

Would you mrnmend the mdation process to others? 

- Yes - no 

If no, why not? 

Additional Comments 

P I w  list any & l i d  mmmIs you have about this Settlement Week mediation or the mediation process in general. 
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Week Variable Description 

Codes* 

I =bad faith 
2=brtach of warranty 
3=dlection 
4-~nstruct1011 
5=wntract dispute 
6-DTPA 
7=tmployee'a rights 
B=family law 
9=foreclosure 
1 O=legal malpractice 
1 1 =medical rnd practice 
123pducts liability 
13=perswnal injury (auto) 
14=pet.sonal injury (othcr) 
1 S= property damage 
16=d &ntc 
17=wit on note 
1 %=worker's campensation 
19=othcr 

1 =plaintiff 
2=plaintiff s attorney 
3=dcfmdant 
d=dcftndanl's uttomq 
5=claims sdjustcr/insunnct represmtativc 
6-othn 

1 than 6 months 
2-6 months to one y u r  
3 v v t r  one yur to 2 years 
4 = m 2 y c a r s t o 3 y ~ a r a  
5 = o m  3 ywrs 

0-no 
lyca 

I -client could nol aord private mediation 
2=ta comply with standing order to mediate 
3-attarncy augacstad using prooess 
4=rocommendation from parhipant 
S=proctss was easy to use 
6-other 

I=lcss thsn 10,000 
2=10,00@-S0,000 
3=so,m I W , ~  
4=over 100,000 
5=othtr 

O=no 

1 7  

County Settlement 

Description 

Type of Dispute 

Rrticipanr 

CarutArist 

F i d  M e m c n t  

C h a i n g  SW 

Demands 

OfTm 

Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Travis 

Name 

D~sputc 

Party 

Action 

A m @  

Rurson 

I)cmands 

Offer 



8 

S 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

I 5  

16 

17 

IS 

19 

20 

2 1 

Travis 

Offer2 

SWRalc 

SWRatc2 

Fair 

Confidentid 

Satidaction 

Simple 

Uncful 

Information 

Relation 

Money 

Time 

Voluntary 

Appmpri 

E x p t  

County Settlement 

O f f e d  

Rating Mediation 

&pon= 

Fnirnea~ of 
Scttlcmcnt 

Confidentiality 

Satisfaction lievel 

Prootss Simple 

Useful to 
Dispsition 

Gain Inforrnrttion 

Foster Btncr 
Relations 

S a v d  Monq 

Time Saviags 

Voluntarinas of 
Pmcipatlon 

Appropriate for 
Mediation 

Expiations of 
w t m c n t  

Week Variable Description 

[=I-10.000 
2= l0,oOO-50,000 
3=50,000-100,000 
4 =Over 100,000 
5 =no zxttlement 
6 =other 

0-Pmr 
1 =Below Average 
2=Avetqe 
3 = A b e  Avtrage 
4-Exctllmt 

1 =mediation tm Farly 
2=mcdiation too l a t t  
3=one p l y  did nol wmt to settle 
4=one pnrty no1 p m p d  
$=not d in m d a n c c  
6 = m  or reprtaenhhvc with knowledge not available or in 
attmdance 
7=no Lead counstl available or in attendance 

0-0 
ITS 

O=no 
I=ycs 

O=no 
1 7  

O w  
I-yes 

O=no 
1 - y ~  

O=no 

0 =no 
I = w  
O=no 
1 7  

0-no 
l-yw 

O=no 

1-Y 

O=no 
ITS 

O=no 
ITS 



23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

County Settlement 

Pressurt to 
Achieve Out~omc 

Pressurt ! b u m  

If No Mediation 
Conducted 

Mediation 
Canducted Early 

Preparation for 
Mediation 

Fkprntion Type 

PanicipaltinSW 

Assin 

Raxlmmendationa 
for C h g c  

Other Opuona 

Rate Mediator Skill 

hsponw to Skill 

Travis 

Prcasure 

Pressure2 

Nomcd 

fi-4 

m t  

Phcip 

Changes 

Optrons 

Medintor 

--- 
Mcdiat2 

E-s 

E d u d  

Attorney 

Week Veriable Description 

O=no 
I =yes 

1 =client 
2=atlom y 
3=mdiator 
4=)udgc 
5=other 

0-0 
ITS 

O=no 
1 =yes 

O=no 
1- 

I =discwmnn with clicntlrttomey 
2=talking to oppwing partylcouns~l 
3=rtnew cast 
4 - p n g  opening statement 
5 =other 

0 ' 1 ~ 1  
ITS 

0-rto 

lyes 

O=no mediation 
1 =paid private mediator 
Z-requmted pro h o  mediator 
3 = m c d W  at IlRC 
4 4 t r  

O=Poor  
1-Btlow Avcmgc 
2=Ampge 
3=Abovt Average 
4=bctlltnt 

I =not ncueall~rnprtial 
2=no rdtquatc knowledge of  subject rnattm 
3 =no knowledge of mediation process 
4=own evaluation i m p o d  
S=not treating part~te with respect 
6=not having control o w  mediation 
7-other 

Mediator's Lcvel O=no 
of  Experbsc 1 7  

FAucating O=no 
Mulistom I =yes 

Attorney Mediators O=no 

1- 



*Note: Missing variabla are coded 0 lO=mdtiple answws, 020=blank answers; and 03O=answer not n-. 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

Travis 

Recornmen 

Tml 

Rest 

N o m d  

Preffem 

Method 

Recornme2 

County Settlement 

Recommend 
Modlation 

Tml to Rcwlvc 
Disputes 

Mediation as Best 
C hoict 

I l  No Mediation, 
MY 

Prefermce in 
Choice 

Other Met hods 

Rtcommtnds 
Mediation P m m  

Week Variabte Description 

O=no 
ITS 

O=Poor 
I =&low Average 
2 =Average 
3=Above Average 
4=Excellent 

O=no 
I-yes 

1 -settled 
2=triod the case 
3 = u d  another ADR method 
4=otha 

O=no 

1 7  

I =arbitration (binding) 
2-arbitration (non-binding) 
3=mini-trials 
4=ncgotiations 
S = d m e n t  wnfmcw 
64rial 
7 3 t h t r  

0-no 

1 7  
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Questionnaire Narrative Responses 

7b. What senlemtat techniques did p u  use? 

-all of them 
demand IettetIpacket (33) 
-negotiations (28) 
-review of facts 
-attorney wmspandenceldiwussion ( 1  2) 
-offer made (1 7) 
-telephone cdldoral communications (21) 
-DTPA notice 
-claims adjustor (8) 
discovery (2) 
-1ttIcn ( 5 )  
-Soviet (2) 
direct, prior to attorney involvement 
dmial(3) 
- g d  faith (2) 
-mcdiah (7) 

8. Why did you chmw ta participate in Settlement Week? 
-to quickly facilitate settlrmcnt 
court ordered (2) 
coat /free m&on (3) 
-patit mperienct summ~ful(3) 
-ac#lmcnt week 
-inkrated third party 
-need to d m t a n d  p r o m  
-imxp~nsivt way to get p h t s  to focus on claims 
-good mcdiatim d l y  
sat effective for size and nature of wxc (2) 
-la by to mlve (2) 
41 prtlts should tskt dvmhgc or Benkrncnt w k  
-unknown 
-works well in mwt MSCS 

- m t c d  to d t  

+ppnng wunacl initislod and we + (6) 

-no dtmand be l i i  mediation (2) 
cnvimmtntal w m ~ c c  
c u d  y 

10. W u  lbem nn offer? 

*usrody (3) 
-job transfer (4) 
-no wdemtnt 
-imuea were narmmd. . .climts are now talking to cach other 
-vimtatian 



12. k h ~  would you rrk Settlement Wcck mcdlathn? 

defendant faded to negotiate 

13. If you sckcted "average, below mwrmge, or poop was your nnrwer baaed an any or the responses lbted belaw?: 

(Pkmw check all that apply.) 

-unrealistic plaintiff attomy 
-plaintiff did not havt documentation 
dermmd was h~ghtr than jury could award 
.our p t y  was unsurc of his  h i m  
-not a good oase for mediation 
d p p i n g  munrstl not knowlcdgtdblc about facts or h w  
-none of the abw (2) 

1 1  Do yon thb k thh Settlemot Week mediation wrs Ink? 

15. If  no, why not? 

-plaintiff had obviaus fraudulent claim. . .the medialor should havt tocagnuad this fact 
-did not cover dl the wts 
+thm psrty did not want to d e  
-setdement WM too hi@ 
-what was "fair" was not m issue for defcndmt'r wunscl, but it q x a d  lo bt a very good m s  to acttlt disputes 

17. Were you uMkd with your txpcrfenre during Scttltme~t Wmk? 

18. If DO, why not? 

-plaintiff's u n d i h c  in thcir demand8 
dcfcndanl's attitude 
-insurance company will not pay my money 
-predednmincd offer without wthority to negotiate 
-I have no expenace 
-inmurancc a d j w  unrusonabk 
diatisfiod with the outcome. . .but mailator did mcellent job 
- d m m t  tm high 
-no find oZfw 
-insumnee company a g d  to mediator and then made no offcr 
-&c other party which initiated the &Ucrncnt mediation wm unwilling to mrkc a fair d e m e n t  
defmdant'~ ruled b come ofT ib initial eettkmcnt pi t ion 
daim of plaintiff m poor that thi was 4 tromendollil waste o f  time and money 
-et least one party was inadquakly prcpad 
emductod too tarly (2) 
-mediator did n good job . . .all atate wm unfair and nhould mi have q r d  lo d i a t e  
-wmtc of time, plaintiffs i rwym fault 
case did not pprogress 
-I knew it muMn't be d o d  
-rm &mmt (3) 
-no A m c n t ,  mediation process was well done, no agrarmcnt 

19. Da you think thb Senkmcat W u k  medirthe pmvldtd a h p l t  wmy to handle c-? 



20. If nq why not? 

-no. . .h much vananot among modialore. some very g d ,  many are not 
-no txpericncc 
d id  not understand enough rich 
-not a slmplc casc 
-mint did not d e  
-most do no1 wish to settle 
- th~s  case should not have k e n  mediated 

21. Did thh Scttkmcnt Wmk medirtion p w t  usttul in the disposition of your caw? 

-rncdlamr wm very pmductive 

-advancad discurnions of iilauts (5 )  
-got prrrtlcs talking (5) 
clcar the air 
-value of claim is the same regardlttla if you have an attorney 
-no settlement (4) 
-intxpensivc, quick 
-Setting p"mctcr and narrowed insues (6)  
-pitions explained (4) 
compromise 
court appcanncc not n w  
dtpclada if it atttlcs 
-waste of time 
-helpd d v e  where i m p =  WM 

@ng party rductant to &It 
-pmbd scttlrment (2) 
-not a good cast for the p- 
& l i d  tnal vs. d ~ m m t  optlonr 
-r& pmgma toward scttlemeni (3) 
-diacusu e b l e  negotirtion~ (4) 
&as time i n c u d  
-it providw 4 b&$ 
-s&kment (24) 
-neutral d n g  
-&ttlcmcnt mount was inappropriate (2) 
-6mqthl weakn- real& (4) 
oountcrckm wm an issue 
-pmvidu a forum rquiring smious d e m e n t  dbcussion (2) 
-mcritlem case 
cm w l v e  m e  carlitr 
-finally received offer from other side 

23. Did thir Scttkment Week mediation enabk you to gala more Infomation on your c u e ?  

-more information on our bad points 

25. Do you thhk thls Srttkrraen t Wcck mediation naved money in thls casr? 



26. IC how much? 

-expense of litigation (10) 
-we have not &lied, but less than e x p t o d  
-hours, physically and emotionally 
did not ~ t t l e  
-not likely but possible 
-no if it does not settle 
-saved money for attorney and stress for client 
-difficult to m s s  (5) 
-mediation fees (1 3) 
-s3004m (6) 
-ssoo-1500 (20) 
-S2000-3000 (1 7) 
43- (17) -- 
-$lo,mrs,ooo 112) 
-s 18,ooo (2) 
-$20,000-40,000 (2) 

27. Do you think this Settiemcut Week mediatiw s a n d  tim in this use? 

28. If yes, how much? 

-mne (2) 
-did not stttle 
-settled in 30 minutts 
-talked it out 
-none, if it not settle 
-unknown (3) 
-2-5 hours ( 5 )  
-7- 10 hours ( 5 )  
-20-25 houn (4) 
-30-50 how (7) 
40-80 hourn (3) - 100's of hwn 
-half day (2) 
-1-3 d h ~  (12) 
4 - 5  days (6) 
-7-10 dry (3) 
- I  ~ k ( 4 )  
-2-3 watks (6) 
-8tvcral wotb (2) 
- m o n h  (6) - 1-3 m i h s  (7) 
- 3 4  monihn (6) 
4 monlhs- l yw (6) 
-14 ytarn 
-brnughc the case to cxlnclusion in n brief mediion 
-yn b u s  hc w try~ng to m c h  an agmmcnt 
-mediation fcc 
-lime of going to murt (10) 
-intangible 
-it muld have if the other party had k e n  m n 8 l e  



29. What part of &is Settlement Wcck madhrbn was mast usefhl? 

-outoomt (3) 
-informationlfact exchange (22) 
-useful prep for trial 
-fad scheduling (2) 
-objective person 
-informal convcmtion 
-mdiation (9) 
qening statements (6) 
- f i  to faoe meetin8/mfrontation (39) 
discussion of isuues (1 9) 
-splitting uflcaucusing (3) 
-discussion of strcngthsJweaknesses- ( I  3) 
not useful at all (4) 
-had an opportunity to meet a mediator which I never usad btfm 
-satisfying I d  rules (2) 
-rn& of it 
-imparPial pfu-bcipants 
-both partics ktk ablc to un- Gltch other 
attempting to d c  (2) 
-the end 
-waste o f  timc since no settlement rcachcd 
-king able to hmr the issum on both sides in a non-adwrsarial environment 
cficicncy (2) 
cffoR was mk 
-ptofessiond~m and hard work (2) 
confirmed other party was unreanonable 
-Bay =uppwt - (9) 
-making mediation available at r small cost ( I  1) 
&ills and intelligence of mediator (2) 

-wing time (2) 
-to gct @es to work it out 
-joint &aims (2) 
-having party responaiblc for pnying prtsent 
&noyhtrt of d r m m t  (2) 
getting the other gidc to hear an cxplmtion of theories of liability md getting it to think in terms of psying money 
-volunteer mediator (1 2) 
-nothing in par4cular 
dvtralt helpful (2) 
-after four ymm, it i s  wcr 
-forcing me ta clwly review the caw 
c a u d  insumw company b offer policy limits before trial d n g  
a e  party not p m m t  
-running back and f& 
-mediator working with unwilling prbcs (2) 
9uggestions by mediator on how to resolve (4) 
-compromise 
questionnaire 
client has btttor underatanding of sy&m 
-negotiation (4) 
-mediator understd issues 
-getting it over (2) 



30. What part of thir Settlement Wsek mediation was l e d  useful? 

-being separated (3) 
-not enough time (5) 
-discussion about ~ttlement (2) 
q n i n g  statement (2) 
-lack of wntrol 
-lack of neutrality 
-lack of d i t y  
-talking numbers 
closing statement 
-facilities 
-lawyers talking 
-not enough information to make evaluation 
-waiting 
qposing psrty's unwillingnms to ncgdiatc (2) 
-top 0ffk already CXptnded 
-no d m c n t  (8) 
-negotiation (4) 
-uninformed w i n g  party 
-see no downside (3) 
spposing party unreasonabldunrtalistic (2) 
4ppsing attorney (3) 
-past 
-argument 
-mediator 
- w t e  of time 
-listening to oppwing pllrty 
anfidcntial 
ather party did not want to d e  
-these forms (4) 
-not sum 
-mediator anslyzing oppcwing mda thooriee 
-having to mect face to face (3) 
-pushing by mediator 
411 w f u l ( 5 )  
-no ml pprorm 
-not a good cape for mediation 
-hours of the scheduled rndiation 
-oflm money 
-the other psrty was ignorant of  thc facts 
&fen= posture 
adjustow 
-recalcih-ant inswance adjustor 
cnse that ne&d to be sttttd or should be ~ t t l e d  did not 
-paying for parking 
-lack of mds 
4 t h ~ ~  ptuty'a intentions 
-mall increment increase in firms 
-king forced ~nto it 

W m  your prrtictpatbn in thb Scttkmtnt Week mediation voluntary? 



32. If no, pkarr eaplmln. 

- r e f e d  by opposing artomey. . .not able lo decline due to local rules 
-stfiltmcnt week 
-pursuant to local rules 
- r q u i r d  by oourt (23) 
-aanchons 
-no4 r g m d  c a ~ e  for mediation 
-other party submitted (2) 
except under local rults we would have been obligated to mediate at some p i n t  
-mandatory but highly desirable 

33. Ih you thtnk thb nu appropriate for mediation? 

34. 1C na, why not? 

dcfmdant wnntad 4 doctor's letter 
-settlement nd pmiblc (2) 
-too early (2) 
-other p l y  tw unrcawnable 
-not going to settle 
-will rcquirc mom time 
-not a good case for mediation 
-@a need to meet wbide 
-minor 
-involved denial of claim 
-@'m did not understad the cmc 
-no dimvery (3) 
atither party was willing to mmpmiw 
-parties of other end of s p t t w m  (5 )  
-it should have sded prior 
liability dispute (5) 
-serious injury, high md no liability 
j w u a  wert narrowed prior to mcdiition and dl information exchanged 
-previous with cxpnience with attomay and thin type d w  

35. Did you txptct this cant to settle? 

-hopfully 
all state insurance m p n y  was on other aide 

36. Wby or why not? 

-hope 
-other p d c a  claim p o w  (2) 
insumla company w not vuy compromising at first (2) 
-party wants trial 
-not 4 good cmc for mediation 
-eimpk case 
-too complicated 
-cwnornically a settlement makes senw 
-high rncdid bills 
did not e x p t  party to be rewonable ...note the party. . .not his attorney. . .is the unrtasonablc one 
-atate i s  not known to settle (2) 
-this insurance company normally does not settle 
-too much ddfcrcnt 
-neither has any money resources 



-unrealistic mplatron of clicnVattorney (5) 
ather party inssne 
-fwb indicated ~ttlement appropriate 
-believed J had aoncluaive facts 
cmobonal involvement of parties too high 
-lack of medical dacurnents 
<[car wncise facta 
-felt we a u l d  reach a fnir agreement 
-very minor pmblcrn (2) 
-they were wrong and poor and had to eettle 
-not financially possible at this time 
-maan issue ir agreed on . . .it i s  time frame that is problem 
ather party's too bitter and angry 
- no lkb~lity issues (3) 
- limikd damages (2) 
did not think otkr side would q t  offer 
-yts because csse was d l  (4) 
-plaintiff not prcpntcd for trial which is in next 2 weeks 
-1 thmght the oKcr was more than fair 
a n t s  of litigation, risks of litigation 
claim wns -Me and justifiable (4) 
-mahation p- was well done 
-@es too litigious to settle 
-partics too far apart ( I  2) 
-small, no sense to spend more money (4) 
demand tm high for problem exptriend 
-high mst of m p l i a n c c  
-at this p in t  we were not able to oKw the full mds.  
city is on 0th ride 
-I did not feel that the oihtr p l y  would agree to pny 
-liability disputc (1 1 ) 
-too many issues (2) 

&k had up to this fimc ban olxhrmk 
-factual dispute (3) 
-party appEared to want mediation (3) 
&her  party'^ claim unmmmbldunnali~tic (6) 
-bad Ialingu of parhea 
4 t h  party h not undcrstpnd hi pi t ion  
-not enough informetion fmm othm lidc befm mdiation 
-hily law matters art kt left for putts to agm 
-no earlier willingmu to mmprmiat 
-settlement of issuer 
anly ncgohhg figures 
-insurance m. will nOt award money (2) 
-written d i m w q  wse done. . .we knew issues. .both s i d a  and modlator were e x p i e n d  
-to u v e  time and money 
damage dispute 
& Iddity, good damages, gwd plaintiff -+ cxpiencc with attorney 
-thought it might be p i b l e  

37. DM yw feel any p-un to nchkve a ccrtaln outcam during thh !k#lement Week mediation? 



ather attorney 
-insurance company 
-my own desire ro stnlc 
-time constraint 
-self (6) 
due diligenot for medical btlli to bc paid 
client, but il i l l  helped 

39. Il this Settlement Week mediation had not been conducttd, do you 4ink the mult would havc k e n  the smrnc? 

40. I1 w, why not? 

-mult of kid very unpredictable (2) 
-would not have had opportunity to talk (5) 
a l d n ' t  really &ord private mediator (2) 
-n& a mediator 
did not & 
-no one was bringing both &together 
-no . .a lot more money to pmue 
-pnhbly would havc gotten more. . . but spent more to get it 
-I do not believe casc can be scttlcd at this time 
-mom time in court. . .more frustration 
-the waa n- for the rwub  
-it is good to hsve r modition 
-more ntpenst would haw ban involved (3) 
-would have gone b trid (9) 
-would not h r ~ t  Petlld (2) 
-more ill fatling now 
don't know (2) 
-no offer had h mrdt until now 
-too m y  hd fdngs 
d T d  polioy limits 
a l e  larm d w  not want tO stttk b u s t  o f  injuries 
-probably would have hired d i r t o r  
-we would havc gotten full dtut ion 
~licnts ncGdcd mediation proceaa 
-parks working t o 4  a creative m p m i a e  that would not be d d by judge 
-it would hvc drug out tm bng (2) 
jury might have awardal mom darn- 
-litigation Expenst (2) 
extra houn n& to hy w c  
-par& wert much more cqmatiw in mcdiuion 
-statid the parties d i d o n  on d m n t  
-mediator truly facilitated it 
-I don't think other side would have made an offtr 

41. If this d h h n  had k n  wnducttd errlicr, do p u  think the mult would have k e n  tbt r m ?  

-tm far rwny from trinl(2) 
-state farm will not d e  kwuse of injuries 
-too Boon 

-two parhea an in agramcnt 



-1- depitions 
ather claim 
M was ripe for settlement 
different counsel 
-less chance to settle 
-needed other case resolved first 
-litigation expense had grown tm high 
- p s i b I e  that party and his attorney would havt beEn less demanding 
-no one would have been knowledgeable enough to mdiate 
-would ~ e t t l t  for less 
-parties positions had already been solidified, tm much bad blood 
-depositionddiscovtry incomplete (1 I )  
-needd time for temporary orders to work (2) 
+thm party would not havt bttn willing to settle 
-mayone wrs sick of discovery by this point 
-the @w would not have incurred attwnqg fow and 
-the risk of loss was a reality, I was alrcdy prepared for trial 
-not settleable 
-medical treatment not complete 
-not r d y  (2) 
-too far apart 
-same offer 
could have saved considerable cost (2) 
-met with mting physician 
cartier would be better 
an additional party 
-we all know more know 

43. Did you prepare for this medimtion? 

44. If yes, dM this preparation include: 

-confcrenct with adjustor (2) 
-spking with wilnasa 
-went to ~ccidcnt scene 
-preparing sptcial n o t c b k  
-psition SMcmCnt 
audit cornplctcd by CPA as to partnership 
-talk to expert 
-review fh 
-preparing m a k d ~  for Srmment Week 

45. Would you partkipate in i Stttknstnt Week medialb  mph? 

-good ap-h for some c a m  
-not fruitful enough to justify time or txpensc (2) 

47. Would you recommend m y  changcs for the Settheat Week media!ions? 



48. Ifyes, what changes would you m m m n d ?  

+ffcr non-requdng patty right to rehsc 
-kit8 and cok 
- h r  parking 
-kt us know that caacs are not chosen 
-bilingual rnodiator with Span~sh s w n g  part~cs 
-more expcrienad mediators. . .make actual effort to get hem 
-lw many mediators are mediocre at best 
-wait until both partia are d y  to mcdiatc i n s t d  oflust plaintiff 
-I- papwork 
-makt sure it is mdiamblc 
-more mediators 
-more nvmlnbi ljty 
-mme a s  no1 m~lmtai 
-matching mediations mif ieal ly  with the of caecs 
-more information 
-mcdiriora morc .ggreraive 
o p t h a  tn continue later in hc week 
-&t rmtndnlory for wunty murte as wll 
-mom o h  (2) 
aak for r polition paper beforehand f m  dl prbcs (2) 
-more client parficiption 
-no need for m y  mdiator 
-2 hour mediation on mall limit w s  
-thr# hour time limit ~aod 
-longer -ions ( 5 )  
40 it in name room together 
-Forget this S m  
questionnaire tw long (7) 
-ad- partia not to agree to mediation unless hey are going to offw n settlernmt 
- p y  thc mediatot 
-tax cmcs 
-improve parking 
-include morc eaacs 

49. If Settluncnt Week mediations were not awihbk, whit would you havc done with tbb cllse? 

-ha1 (29) 
-kt lawyers handle (2) 
-depends on caso 
-paid private mediator. . . not surt i f c h t  muld havc afforded this . - 

-not mediakd 
-nc@atcd Mort Id 
-this would have been the n i b m y  d c c k n  
agoing attorney to a m e y  discussion 
discovery and MST 
cxccpt for court order 
-more settlement talks (2) 

50. Haw would you rate your mediator? 



51. If p u  scklcd rvcrage, below averrge or p r ,  was your anmtr based on the mediator: 

da im was rtaudulcnt, mediator should have know this 
-wilh rnm cxpcrimce, hc will be a fine mediator 
-told me "they are not at bottom" 
-my lirst rncdiation 
-not tm enthuaiaatic. . .aggressive 
-refusad to mlatc caunter offer to other party while in caucus, said issum were unimportant details 
-no problem 
-n& to go to financial ability earlier 
-no expFnence to cornpart 
oould have b e ~ n  more forceful, needed a litigator 
-parti- unwilling, mcdiator good 
-not pushing hard enough (3) 
d ~ d  not Ad much help evaluate capt. . .just tmk mcssagcs between W ' e s .  . .no real discussion wilh prties in 
confern- to review prdwns of case 
a x  did not Last long cnough to get feel for mediator 

5 2  Did the mcdlatar'r level of e x p c m  a k t  the outcame or the mediation? 

53. I l  so, how? 

- s h o d  outdanding judgment 
although the d i a t w  w knowladgwble m d  fair the insumce company would not allow her to make progress 
-subject hackground knowledge md competence (1 6) 
-!oh of 0pti0n~ 
-felt sum it was mnfidtntial 
-helped (4) 
-knowledgeable (6) 
+ f f d  attemativts (2) 
-ficilitab d e r n m l ( 3 )  
-made other party d i z c  rttlrment po~mtial 
-practical experimH6) 
-you could bll txperimce level mode both aides stttlt 
-finesse 
-mmnable and d i h c  input 
-good discukna (2) 
4though the did not wide, modjam got us a kth offer 
-cut it off whm it w o b h s  it wm failing 
-pticfit (2) 
-unhand 
-positive (2) 
-good communicator 
-board otrtirted md trial experience 
amount of timc spmt meduting wm minimal due to fact that nathcr party would move on liability andysis 
clarified issum (4) 
did not settle 
-getting plaintrffto accept payment structure 
an n t p t r i d  mediator -Id have intemncd befm the attorney* started arguing and &ion levelti w l a t e d  ta the 
point where the mediation be- &y difficult 
mediator considered all pmhcipnrib conccms 
competence to support arguments 
-prtpared 
-kept it moving 
-tried to be Eair and impartial 
-would have been helpful to have bilingual mediator 
-he kmw the legal issues, ri&s and probable outcome 



-knew what she waa doing 
cut to heart of matter (2) 
-it made me fccl the wry best possible effort had been made to resolve a dispute. . .the other party was resistant trio 
-let us talk 
- k m  when to spcak and when not to 
cxwilent (2) 
-she bargarnd wth ~ach  side (2) 
-btlitvt r varied pcnpcctive played a part 
-having txptrliat with Tmvis County Court system 
-not his faull that case did not settle 
-tm l~ttle cxpcnencc to facilitate 

54. Was it n-nry to tducatc tbt mediator about the imcb of the c t w ?  

55. If yes, bow did tbis affect the o u t m c  of the rncdlatloa? 

-no difference (33) 
-mediator did a g d  job, but settlement wns not p a i b t e  
dwap nemsary to educate tho d i r t o r  about the fach 
describe the casc 
-fosterad d e m e n t  
-have a f ~ r  settlement 
-good to show a p t m n  with no knowltdgc about tbc facts 
-mediator better understd our position 
-settled 
did nothing. . . padies d a d  in 30 minutts 
did not help a lot since it wra complicated case 
-made it faster 
-ti& u n h d i n g  
-helpad to determine what was reasonable 
-impartial 
andha flow (2) 
-more appropriate auggtstiona 
did nol cxpcct him to haw facts 
-helpad (8) 
-just mpllincd fsch and shc un- right away 
-d negohtion mdc  informed 
t n r b l d  r n c d h r  to discuss practical issues 
-hclpd evalu~te 
-think facts s h o d  c M y  that one aide wm more in the right 
-most effective 
-unsuccessful 
-knew when to declare an imp= (2) 
-positively (6) 
- g d  (4) 
c x c e p h a l  
quick study 
-helped to educate partics and mediator (2) 
-able to have e pemnal insight 
-he was a last minute suldtute, but he gd up to up& quickly 
-had better underatanding of 

57. Would you lrtcommeod thb medlntor to anyone c k ?  



58. Why or why not? 

experienced trial attorney (2) 
-slow, interrupted, rude 
-he ~ttled the case 
-for probate work 
-he was okay . . . only did what he was suppox to do 
-persistent . . . yet understanding 
srcdentials 
-facilitate resolution 
-hard working 
a l y  a small amount 
-only giving the facts 
-intelligent ( 5 )  
-ptient (2) 
-trustworthy (3) 
did not really need much hela 
handled mediation in a profe'ssid appropriate manner (3) 
-handlad responsibilities adcquatcly 

-he listmod to both sides 
-fair way to find sotution 
-fair yet objective 
-reti& judge 
diplomatic 
-not "mowed" by either side 
- g d  listcnerlcommunicator (3) 
-triad to get feel for both sides (2) 
- a d  lawyer 
-good opportunity to focw on settlement 
even handed. . .able to move pnrt~cs toward resolution 

althwgh not forceful would recommend her for aimple m where @es are not too far aprt and fairly rcmnable. 
.mabator knows law and juria well enough to be helpful and she has a good pemnality that should m p l e m m t  her 
mediator skills 
cxaclknt (2) 
- g d  mediator (7) 
-very little legal action in Austin 
- g d  cxpMitnce (3) 
efficient (4) 
-friendly (4) 
-realintic 
-good background (2) 
-thought provoking 
-not in this type of case . . .needs more experience 

+pen-minded (2) 
-nioe cambination of un-ding lcgal rtalitics without talking about them much 
-8trong, impnrtial mediator 
-very positive (2) 



-get the job done (2) 
credible 
cut through the tape 
-opinionated when r e q u t d .  and neutral when requested 
- n e r r o d  issues 
- T m d  partics (2) 
-not aggressive 
-need litigator (2) 
-methods are solid and effective 

-vety calm, matter of fact manner, not ~nllmidnhng to cl~ent (2) 
-great service 
courteous (2) 
-prepared, concir, organized 
-tm little txperi~cc in arw (2) 
-impma own views 
-a~prated parfles 
-fair (12) 
o~mpassionate (2) 
-prw#nttd both sib 
- g d  demeanor ( 5 )  
-good job (1 6) 
-not his fault this case did not atttlt (2) 

60. Do you think mediation w u  the b a t  choh for this c n ?  

-no, but it wns rtquestcd by wurt 

61. If you had not mdlated, is it bceaust you would bmvr: 

-mat 
dixussims 
-trial (2) 
d k d  at courthouse steps 
-we would haw mcdiatcd at m e  point 
-written and vcW negotiation 
ci ty  is defendant, hard to d c  with gowrnmcnt 

63. What other method would you c h m ?  

S J T  
-trial 
-no nccd for a third party 

. -3 on panel -MSR 

44. Why? 

-I think mediation is the best method h u e  it givw clicnt a voict and I& thcm hear fmm a neutral party 
-ability to mrne to mlution with understanding of why 
different methods work bttttr in m c  casedl 

-this in my opinion was the only other altcrnativc 
-feel juries a n  conscnative 
-had greal resulh 
-settlement mnfcrcnccp quicker. . .get an opinion 
4 m c n t  mftrtncc . . opinions o f e d  . . . mentially whsl the rnodiation did 
arbitration is quick, mnornical, fair and find 



-~~rnilar to mediation 
-arbitmtion . . .a reamnable person with cnfnrcemcn! p w r s  might have settld this today 
-tt tfi fair 
-morn fruitful 
-not all cases are subject to mediation 
-no experience 
-save courts timc on this type of case 
-I will never arbitntt again 
-it would give b l h  aides an oppwlunity to state their respective cases to a neutral 3rd party without being bound by that 
decision 
-sides too far apnrt 
-this case n d s  lo be tried 
-save timclcosl 
-@a have a chncc to alr their casc and get f d b a c k  about what m y  hnppeo IT they took the risk of going to wurt 
-not binding 
assurartcc of results 
-not sum 
-bcsf dkrnatives (2) 
-give1 adverse idea about vdue of UIBC 

-it gives the parti- a third party view of iht situation, lo they can use that view to d t  prior to trial 
-let judge b a r  both aids and make a find daci~ion 
-opportunity to have quasi judicial p d ~ n g  
-form lawyer to communicate btttn 
-final outcome 

65. Would you ~bn)mmcnd the mcdlntion p m e s  to others? 

-p, for a u h a t  could be atttlcd 

66. If no, why not? 

-helpful (2) 
-waste of time bccurirt lawyer owld do this type of bargaining on his own 
-it works 
-time 
anly if voluntary 
-helped to have part~es solve promotes together 
-promote v a t i o n  

Pkast list my additionnl comments yon hnw about L b  Srttlemeot Wcck mcdiatlon or tbt madimtion p m n s  in pncrrl. 

-mediator w knowlcdgmbk and impartial 
-inauinncc carrim should bt r q u i d  to bring their fully policy limits authorily whether they pay or not 
-I bcl~m they wnaled everyone's time by not ntgoWng 
-shorter tvalultion forms (9) 
-fm ~hould not idcntify cast number 
-this was not A caae to judge scttlerncnt 
-mediator W ~ P  g d  and fair 
-nice job by mediator . .no chance to d e  
-I think we wcrc fortunate to get a good mediator since it tmk ilo long and was complicated 
excellent mediator (2) 
-eourhus. knowlalgtabk m d  m i a n t  wilhout being overberuing 
-mediator was grtat . . . did not hnvt a good caoe to work with 
another casc where the insumnct company brought very little money to the table in light of lhe client's total specials . .case 
did not settle . . but at l m t  we gavc it a try 
-this i s  an excellent tool for dinpuk reaolu tion 
-I waa very surprised that thin case mlcd 
-I am most appreciative ofmedimtor forbcamcc, patience and W e r a n c e  



- m d t  si~nificant stndcs 
-feel this form 1s Im time consuming md cumbtrwme 
dcnp~te whnl padm may my ahu1 thc artomcy mediators, not knowing about issues-md~ators understand the pr-ss . . 
the process 15 Ihc issue 
*h prty should exchange a p i t i o n  paper dating their positions and offer to settle the d~spute 
-ibis IB dcfiniicly a fine way of talking things out and sechng both sides 
-gmi program 
-(hank you for ywr assiatancc 
-keep up I t  g d  work 
-1 lhink all a s  should go to court 
- I  appreciate mediator's paticnct and pcrseveranw 
-Fur ofpnization i s  excellent . . . no wast of time . . . m m  and mdiator assigned . . .I am from San Antonio . . this wm 

am' 
-find a wny to pay at last  medismr'a parking fee 
-I think bLnic common pcwple would bencfit from mediation, but when your hate for an individual is so great and 
ovtrpowcring lakc it ta the judgc 
mediator did a good job. . . this caae had no chance to settle 
-sw would be far m m  s w  ful if mediation was not required before trial 
-we need wmething that will bring the partics dong at a more rapid rate 
-mediator was excellent 
-for caaa like this (complttely meritless) mediation probably h not help where plaintiffs expectations ate u m l i d c  
- g d  tool, saves time and cxpcnsc 
-unfortunately I believe this mediation was suggested merely to fulfill the mandatory requirement before trial . . . unlcss 
@cu are willing to @ciptc rtrsults arc unlikely 
-unfortunately the defendant did not r p p w  to be ~ r i o u s  about resolving the matter 
-this is the first time I've em k e n  involvd in n mcd~ation attempt. . . I found the whole mpMicnce ~tlsfying 
-I was very pleased with the way the mediation turned out. . . . the mediators showed grclit cornpure. good judgment and 
wisdom 
-very good mediator . . . confiknt to the p i n t  . .ahc had control of the sitwtion 
-very impmad with mediator, would ust again 
-this was dl new to me and for a first time p m n  it sam organized and might lend in somc instances to resolve 
-judge . . .with t h m  large ins- mpanief we are just p r m s  in a large game . . .the insurance companies simply are 
not paying in t h e  car wreck - b u l c  wc rre in the md-gamc of tor( reform 
-1 feel that it is g d  if two s i b  rtach an -mi in the usc 
-Allatate is overbearing and ultimartly will be bumd 
dtftndant wns inflcxibk 
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